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ABSTRACT

FULL ENVELOPE NONLINEAR CONTROLLER DESIGN FOR A NOVEL
ELECTRIC VTOL(EVTOL) AIR-TAXI VIA INDI APPROACH COMBINED

WITH CA

SUİÇMEZ, EMRE CAN

Ph.D., Department of Aerospace Engineering

Supervisor: Assist. Prof. Dr. Ali Türker Kutay

May 2021, 144 pages

On-demand urban air mobility (UAM) has become very popular in recent years with

the introduction of the electric vertical take-off and landing (eVTOL) aircraft con-

cept. Thanks to the key advantages of electric propulsion (e.g., very low noise and

zero carbon-emission), short/medium range eVTOL "air-taxi" concept emerged as

a feasible solution considering the requirements of the on-demand UAM. With this

motivation, flight control problems of a novel eVTOL air-taxi are discussed and a

unified flight controller is designed considering the full flight envelope. The air-taxi

has a fixed-wing surface to have aerodynamically efficient forward flight, and uses

only tilting electric propulsion units (i.e. the pure thrust vector control) to achieve

full envelope flight control. The aircraft does not have any conventional control and

stability surfaces such as aileron, elevator, rudder, horizontal/vertical tail. Therefore,

the unified controller design becomes more challenging compared to the conventional

aircraft configuration. The flight dynamics model of the air-taxi does not exist in liter-

ature since the air-taxi has a novel configuration. First, a preliminary flight dynamics

model is generated using the component build-up approach for hover and high speed

forward flight. Then, the hover and forward flight models are merged to simulate the
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transition dynamics. Two main challenges regarding the flight control are the severe

nonlinearities in the flight dynamics during the transition flight and deterioration of

the controller’s performance in specific flight conditions due to the limited control

authority (i.e., the actuator saturation). The first challenge is resolved via designing

a sensor-based nonlinear controller for the entire flight envelope using the Incremen-

tal Nonlinear Dynamic Inversion (INDI) method. The INDI approach has improved

robustness to modeling errors compared to the classical nonlinear dynamic inver-

sion (NDI) methods. Therefore, the INDI based controller design fits very well to the

problem considering the severe nonlinearities in the flight dynamics model. The INDI

controller is formulated specifically considering the highly coupled pure thrust vec-

tor control approach. For the second problem, an online optimization-based Control

Allocation (CA) algorithm is designed and integrated into the INDI controller. Re-

solving the actuator saturation related problems requires special attention due to the

thrust vector control’s coupled nature. The CA prioritizes the rotational channels over

the translational channels to adequately allocate the limited control authority in case

of actuator saturation. Various nonlinear simulation tests are performed considering

the full envelope flight control, disturbance rejection characteristics at limited con-

trol authority and criticality of the CA design, robustness to model parameters, etc.

Simulation results show that the controller has satisfactory performance, disturbance

rejection characteristics, and significant robustness to the modeling errors. Moreover,

it is observed that the CA plays a vital role in guaranteeing stable flight in case of

severe actuator saturation.

Keywords: Incremental Nonlinear Dynamic Inversion (INDI), Control Allocation

(CA), Actuator Saturation, Thrust Vector Control, Distributed Electric Propulsion

(DEP), Vertical Takeoff and Landing (VTOL), Air-taxi, On-demand Urban Air Mo-

bility (UAM)
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ÖZ

ÖZGÜN BİR ELEKTRİKLİ VTOL (EVTOL) HAVA-TAKSİ’NİN TÜM UÇUŞ
ZARFI İÇİN INDI VE CA YÖNTEMLERİ KULLANILARAK DOĞRUSAL

OLMAYAN KONTROLCÜ TASARIMI

SUİÇMEZ, EMRE CAN

Doktora, Havacılık ve Uzay Mühendisliği Bölümü

Tez Yöneticisi: Dr. Öğr. Üyesi. Ali Türker Kutay

Mayıs 2021 , 144 sayfa

İsteğe bağlı kentsel hava ulaşımı (UAM), elektrikli dikey kalkış ve iniş (eVTOL)

uçak konseptinin ortaya çıkması ile son yıllarda çok popüler hale geldi. Elektrikli

tahrikin temel avantajları sayesinde (örneğin, çok düşük gürültü ve sıfır karbon emis-

yonu), kısa /orta menzilli eVTOL "hava-taksi" konsepti, isteğe bağlı UAM’nin ge-

reklilikleri göz önüne alındığında uygulanabilir bir çözüm olarak ortaya çıkmıştır. Bu

motivasyonla, özgün bir eVTOL hava taksinin uçuş kontrol ile ilgili sorunları ana-

liz edilerek, tam uçuş zarfını kapsayan birleşik bir uçuş kontrolcüsü tasarlanmıştır.

Hava taksi, ileri uçuşta aerodinamik olarak verimli sabit kanat yüzeyine sahiptir ve

tam zarf uçuş kontrolünü sağlamak için sadece dönebilen elektrikli tahrik ünitelerini

(saf itki vektörü kontrolünü) kullanır. Uçakta kanatçık, irtifa dümeni, dümen, dike-

y/yatay kuyruk gibi herhangi bir geleneksel kontrol ve stabilite yüzeyi yoktur. Bu

nedenle, birleşik kontrolcü tasarımı geleneksel uçak konfigürasyonuna kıyasla daha

zorlu hale gelir. Hava taksi özgün bir konfigürasyona sahip olduğu için uçuş dinamiği

modeli literatürde mevcut değildir. İlk olarak, "hover" ve yüksek hızlı ileri uçuş için
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"component build-up" yaklaşımı kullanılarak başlangıç seviyesinde bir uçuş dinamiği

modeli oluşturulur. Daha sonra, geçiş dinamiklerini simüle etmek için "hover" ve ileri

uçuş modelleri birleştirilir. Uçuş kontrolü ile ilgili iki temel zorluk, geçiş uçuşu sıra-

sında uçuş dinamiklerindeki ciddi derecede doğrusal olmayan etkiler ve sınırlı kontrol

otoritesi (yani eyleyici doygunluğu) nedeniyle kontrolcünün belirli uçuş koşullarında

performansının bozulmasıdır. İlk zorluk, tüm uçuş zarfı için sensör-tabanlı doğrusal

olmayan Artımlı Doğrusal Olmayan Dinamik Ters Çevirme (INDI) yöntemine da-

yanan bir kontrolcü tasarlayarak çözülür. INDI yaklaşımı, klasik doğrusal olmayan

dinamik ters çevirme (NDI) yöntemlerine kıyasla modelleme hatalarına karşı daha

gürbüzdür. Uçuş dinamiği modelindeki ciddi doğrusal olmama durumları göz önünde

bulundurulduğunda, INDI yaklaşımı kontrol probleminin çözümü için çok uygun bir

yöntemdir. INDI kontrolcüsü, yüksek oranda birleşik dinamiğe sahip, saf itme vek-

törü kontrol yaklaşımı dikkate alınarak özel olarak formüle edilmiştir. İkinci sorunun

çözümü için, çevrimiçi optimizasyon tabanlı bir Kontrol Tahsisi (CA) algoritması ta-

sarlanmış ve INDI kontrolcüsüne entegre edilmiştir. Eyleyici doygunluğu ile ilgili

sorunların çözülmesi, itki vektörü kontrolünün birleşik doğası nedeniyle özel dikkat

gerektirir. CA, eyleyici doygunluğu durumunda, sınırlı kontrol yetkisini uygun şe-

kilde tahsis etmek için rotasyonel kanalların kontrolüne çizgisel kanallara göre daha

çok öncelik verir. Tam zarf uçuş kontrolü, sınırlı kontrol otoritesinde bozucu etkilerin

giderilmesi ve CA tasarımının kritikliği, model parametrelerine olan gürbüzlük, vb.

dikkate alınarak çok sayıda doğrusal olmayan simülasyon testi gerçekleştirilmiştir. Si-

mülasyon sonuçları, kontrolcünün tatmin edici performansa, bozucu etkileri giderme

ve modelleme hatalarına karşı ciddi derecede gürbüzlük özelliklerine sahip olduğunu

göstermektedir. Ayrıca, CA’nın ciddi derecedeki eyleyici doygunluğu durumunda is-

tikrarlı uçuşu garanti etmede hayati bir rol oynadığı gözlenmiştir.

Anahtar Kelimeler: Artımlı Doğrusal Olmayan Dinamik Ters Çevirme (INDI), Kont-

rol Tahsisi (CA), Eyleyici Doygunluğu, İtki Vektörü Kontrolü, Dağıtılmış Elektrikli

Tahrik (DEP), Dikey İniş ve Kalkış (VTOL), Hava-taksi, İsteğe Bağlı Kentsel Hava

Ulaşımı (UAM)
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, on-demand Urban Air Mobility (UAM) has been a popular topic in

aviation, and it emerged as an alternative option for urban mobility currently based

on ground transportation [46, 51, 68]. With the increasing number of commuters in

crowded cities, traffic congestion causes longer travel times and increased gas emis-

sions harming the environment significantly [68]. Therefore, fast transportation, sus-

tainability (i.e., very low carbon emissions), and efficiency are critical motivational

points for the on-demand UAM [46]. There are additional environmental require-

ments (such as low noise level) of UAM since operations are performed very close

to highly populated areas/city centers. In a survey study about the on-demand UAM,

one of the main challenges is defined as achieving very low noise levels considering

the strict certification requirements of flying at urban areas [46].

Electric propulsion comes with significant advantages compared to conventional propul-

sion systems (i.e., reciprocating/piston engines or turbine engines) considering the

noise, carbon emission, and efficiency needs of UAM [46, 62]. On the other hand,

electric propulsion has drawbacks compared to conventional propulsion systems, mainly

due to the limited energy capacity of the current battery technology [42, 64]. Nev-

ertheless, with the introduction of electric propulsion in recent years, a new aircraft

concept called "air-taxi" emerged as a feasible solution for on-demand UAM [46, 68].

Vertical Takeoff and Landing (VTOL) is a very crucial ability for the air-taxi concept.

Air-taxis combining VTOL with electric propulsion are named as "electric Vertical

Takeoff and Landing (eVTOL)" in literature [68]. In recent years, many compa-

nies and research institutes focus on designing eVTOL air-taxis, and it is possible

to see this concept as an alternative urban transportation option in the near future
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[51, 68, 46].

eVTOL air-taxi is a relatively new concept, and there are many unique eVTOL projects

[68] considering different business requirements (e.g., short-range 1-2 person inner-

city transportation, mid-range 4-5 person regional transportation, etc.) Most of these

projects are still ongoing, and the race to build feasible eVTOL air-taxi seems to be

quite motivational for both small and big companies. Market share of air-taxi is ex-

pected to grow very fast [27, 46, 62]. Many startup companies have already received

significant amount of investments to design, build and certify eVTOL air-taxis [68].

Total funds raised by some of the fast-growing companies focusing on eVTOL air-

craft design are given in Table 1.1. eVTOL air-taxi concept is mentioned briefly to

give an introduction about the motivation of the thesis. Details of different eVTOL

air-taxi concepts will be discussed in the following sections.

Table 1.1: Funds Raised by Fast-growing eVTOL Companies, data taken from [3].

Company Founded Total Funds Raised Lead Investor

Joby Aviation 2009 $ 796 Million Toyota Motor

Lilium GmbH 2015 $ 376.4 Million Tencent

Volocopter GmbH 2011 $ 369.2 Million Unknown

Ehang 2014 $ 92 Million Unknown

A novel fixed-wing eVTOL air-taxi is studied in this thesis. The air-taxi is fully

electric and equipped with numerous small tilting Electric Ducted Fans (EDFs) dis-

tributed over the aircraft. VTOL ability is combined with efficient high-speed forward

flight/cruise thanks to the fixed-wing aerodynamic surface. The transition between

vertical and forward flight is achieved by pure thrust vector control of tilting EDFs.

Aircraft does not have any conventional stability and control surfaces (e.g., elevator,

aileron, rudder, vertical/horizontal tail, etc.). Full envelope flight control mainly con-

sisting of the low-speed vertical flight, transition flight, and high-speed forward flight

is achieved by adjusting the thrust vector of EDFs distributed through the aircraft’s

front and wing sections. The main focus of the thesis is defining problems/challenges

regarding the full envelope flight control and designing an effective unified flight
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controller for the unique eVTOL aircraft that is not studied before to the best of the

author’s knowledge.

1.1 eVTOL Air-Taxi Concepts with Distributed Electric Propulsion (DEP)

Electric propulsion has quite different characteristics compared to the traditional propul-

sion systems (i.e., the reciprocating/piston engines or turbine engines) [61, 49]. One

of the critical advantages of electric propulsion is the scale-free design feature [61].

Thanks to the design flexibility, it is possible to distribute numerous electric propul-

sion units over the airframe considering specific design purposes [42]. The emerging

concept of Distributed Electric Propulsion (DEP) comes with key advantageous fea-

tures especially considering the goals of on-demand UAM [61, 49, 42, 29]. On the

other hand, electric propulsion systems have drawbacks mainly due to the limited en-

ergy density of current battery technology [61, 42]. Both pros and cons of the DEP

concept will be explained in this section, considering the needs of on-demand UAM.

1.1.1 Pros and cons of DEP Considering the Requirements of on-demand UAM

VTOL air taxis should be easily accessible by passengers since fast transportation is

one of the main motivations of UAM [46]. Therefore, VTOL air-taxis need to take

off and land in or near city centers (i.e., densely populated areas). Moreover, air-

taxi transportation will be more efficient if operations are performed at low altitudes

(climbing high altitudes requires significant amount of energy and limits the range/en-

durance). Considering these points, VTOL air-taxis must have very low aircraft noise

since even a small fleet of air-taxis could cause significant noise disturbance to the

community. In a very detailed feasibility study about urban air transportation [46],

it is noted that current helicopters are too noisy to satisfy the noise objectives of on-

demand UAM. Many studies show that DEP aircraft produce much less noise com-

pared to aircraft with conventional propulsion systems [49, 46, 41]. Therefore, with

proper design and integration of DEP into the air-taxis, noise requirements of urban

air transportation can be achieved [46, 49].

Another critical environmental objective of the on-demand UAM is energy sustain-
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ability (i.e., decreasing the carbon footprint of air vehicles) [46]. Electric propulsion

produces zero carbon emission, which is quite beneficial for urban air transportation

[61, 49]. The generation of electricity mainly depends on the combustion of fossil

fuels that might have a high carbon footprint [15, 21]. However, the source of elec-

tric energy is not considered since it is not directly related to the aircraft’s carbon

footprint. It is noted that low carbon footprint sources such as wind and solar en-

ergy can be used to generate electricity [15]. To conclude, DEP technology will be

considerably more environmentally friendly than traditional propulsion systems [49].

Overall performance comparison of aircraft with electric and conventional propul-

sion systems is not straightforward, and using the same metrics might lead to mis-

conceptions. [62]. Regarding propulsive efficiency, electric motors are significantly

better than conventional propulsion systems [49, 62]. Electric propulsion’s efficiency

can reach values higher than 90 % [18]. On the other hand, for a complete per-

formance comparison considering the overall system integration, battery weight of

electric propulsion systems is also relevant since the main burden of electric propul-

sion is the limited energy densities of batteries [42]. The battery energy density will

be discussed at the end of this section in detail.

To sum up, electric propulsion is advantageous considering that very high propulsive

efficiency is possible to achieve, and the performance analysis of the overall sys-

tem should be performed taking into account the integrated systems instead of the

propulsion systems only [62]. A more detailed discussion about the performance and

efficiency comparisons between electric and traditional propulsion systems can be

found in literature [49, 62, 66, 41].

The DEP concept has inherent robustness to system failures thanks to the increased

redundancy [42]. With the proper distribution of electric propulsion units and the

supplying power system/batteries, propulsion system failures can be handled without

catastrophic results [49, 46]. Considering the certification of eVTOL air-taxis in case

of failure conditions, increased robustness to propulsion system failures is a critical

advantage of the DEP eVTOL concept [46]. On the other hand, most DEP aircraft are

over-actuated systems (i.e., the number of control effectors/actuators is higher than

the number of control axes/channels). For the over-actuated systems, decoupling of
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actuators and control channels is not straightforward in the flight controller design

[63]. The need to decouple actuators and control axes emerges in case of limited

control authority (i.e., the saturation of actuators). The actuator saturation problem

must be properly resolved to avoid instability due to unrealistic (i.e., physically not

achievable) solution [63]. This is one of the fundamental challenges of the unified

flight controller design for an eVTOL air-taxi with DEP concept and will be discussed

throughout the thesis in detail (see Section 3.1).

The main advantages of the DEP are explained considering the goals of on-demand

UAM. There are also drawbacks of electric propulsion systems that complicate the

design of eVTOL air-taxis. The main disadvantage of the DEP concept is the en-

ergy storage weight/cost due to the limited energy density of the battery technology

[42, 62]. Based on a study conducted by NASA in 2016, the current energy den-

sity of batteries is around 250 Whr/kg [61]. The same study also states that rate of

improvement in the energy density is around 8 % per year over the past 30 years,

and 400 Whr/kg is expected by 2025. Although the current battery technology is

a limiting factor for the electric aircraft in general, the energy and power densities

are sufficient for the low payload (2-3 person) and short-range (200-300 km) eV-

TOL air-taxi concept [62]. Feasibility studies show that with an energy density of

250 Whr/kg, a maximum range of 300 km can be reached with a Maximum Takeoff

Weight (MTOW) of 3000 kg [51, 24, 87]. On the industry side, many promising eV-

TOL air-taxi projects have already received significant amount of investments [46, 68]

(see Table 1.1). Most of these projects focus on low payload and short-range eVTOL

air-taxis, which is consistent with the theoretical limits of the current battery technol-

ogy.

Another design challenge for the DEP air-taxi concept is related to safety consider-

ations since the propulsion system entirely depends on high-power electric devices

[49]. Proper design solutions are needed to safely integrate the DEP system consid-

ering the problems such as battery failure conditions-thermal runaway, distribution of

power to electric motors, etc. [49, 42].

To sum up, the eVTOL air-taxi concept with DEP technology has critical advanta-

geous features such as low noise, zero carbon emission, high efficiency, increased
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robustness to failures thanks to actuator redundancy, scale-free design, etc. There-

fore, the concept has a great potential to meet the targets of the on-demand UAM.

The critical sizing factor is the limited energy/power density of the current battery

technology. However, studies and ongoing projects show that the current battery tech-

nology is already mature enough for small-sized eVTOL air-taxi concepts. Moreover,

the expected improvement is promising for larger payload and higher range eVTOL

air-taxis [61, 51, 24, 87, 46, 68].

This section summarizes the pros and cons of DEP technology considering the re-

quirements/goals of on-demand UAM. More detailed studies about the DEP tech-

nology and its integration into the future aircraft concepts can be found in literature

[49, 42, 29] In the next section, DEP eVTOL air-taxi concepts and the unique air-taxi

studied in this thesis will be discussed.

1.1.2 DEP eVTOL Air-taxi Concepts

On-demand UAM market expected to grow exponentially in the following years

[46, 52]. Therefore, many companies are highly motivated to design eVTOL air-

taxis that can be a feasible solution for the on-demand UAM problem. Most of these

companies/projects use DEP technology thanks to the advantageous features of the

DEP concept. For the purpose of this study, DEP eVTOL air-taxi concepts will be

classified based on the operational/market needs (mainly flight range and endurance).

Most of the ongoing and promising DEP eVTOL air-taxi projects can be divided into

two groups. The first group focuses on inner-city air transportation with a very short

range (e.g., 50-100 km) and endurance. Short-range eVTOL projects in general use

several stationary electric propulsion units in multi-copter configuration. DEP pro-

vides lift for both hover and higher speed forward flight. Since these type of air-taxis

do not have any high-lift aerodynamic surfaces such as fixed wings, the range and

endurance are constrained due to the limited energy density of the current battery

technology. Without a wing surface, high-speed aerodynamically efficient flight can

not be achieved. Therefore, these air-taxi projects have limited ranges and only fea-

sible for inner-city urban air transportation. Some of the most promising short range

multi-copter type eVTOL air-taxi projects are Volocopter and Ehang AAV [14, 6].
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The second group of DEP eVTOL projects combines electric propulsion with high-lift

surfaces (i.e., mainly wings and canards). In hover flight, all of the required lift comes

from the propulsion system. On the other hand, in high-speed forward flight, the wing

surface generates most of the lift (with an efficient design-high L/D ratio), and the

propulsion system only generates the required thrust to overcome the drag. This con-

figuration significantly increases the range (up to 200-300 km) such that regional air

transportation between cities becomes feasible. The drawback of this configuration

is the increased complexity in the aircraft design since transition dynamics between

the hover and forward flight is quite complicated (i.e., modeling & control are quite

challenging). The transition is in general achieved via tilting the electric propulsion

units which might cause flow separation, significant aero-propulsion couplings, and

other aerodynamic phenomena that are hard to deal with. Some configurations use

independent electric propulsion units that provide pure thrust for vertical lift and for-

ward flight. In this configuration, problems related to the tilting of propulsion system

are avoided since all propulsion units are stationary. On the other hand, the aircraft’s

weight increases considerably since most of the electric propulsion units (i.e., the

ones that provide pure vertical lift for hover flight) are useless in forward flight. Con-

sidering these points, many companies are focusing on designing long-range air-taxis

with the transitioning DEP concept. Some of the popular ones are Lilium GmbH,

Joby Aviation, Kittyhawk, and Airbus Vahana [10, 8, 9, 1].

To sum up, DEP eVTOL air-taxi concepts are discussed in this section considering

a classification based on the range/endurance. Multi-copter type eVTOLs have short

ranges due to the lack of an efficient high lift aerodynamic surface. The propulsion

system provides both the required lift and thrust for the forward flight. Therefore,

the range/endurance is significantly constrained by the limited energy density of the

current battery technology. The longer-range DEP eVTOL concepts use a high-lift

aerodynamic surface (i.e., the wing) to generate efficient lift in high speed forward

flight similar to the conventional aircraft configuration. In this concept, propulsion

systems tilt to perform the transition between hover and forward flight. The main dis-

advantage or challenge is the increased complexity that emerged in transition dynam-

ics. There is also an alternative configuration that uses separate propulsion systems

for hover and forward flight. The transition dynamics are not complex since there are
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no tilting propulsion systems in this configuration. However, this configuration lack

efficiency since the propulsion system used for VTOL is useless in forward flight.

In the industry side, most of the promising long-range eVTOL projects use tilting

propulsion units which support the tilting propulsion concept. A brief introduction of

the DEP eVTOL aircraft concepts are discussed considering the promising eVTOL

projects in the industry. A more detailed review of various VTOL concepts can be

found in literature [39].

1.1.2.1 Long Range DEP eVTOL Air-taxi Concepts

In the previous section, the most common DEP eVTOL air-taxi concepts are briefly

introduced. A more detailed discussion will be provided in this section regarding

the long-range/endurance DEP eVTOL air-taxis with a high-lift aerodynamic surface

(i.e., the wing). There are mainly three configurations named "tilt-rotor", "tilt-wing"

and "fixed-wing multicopter" considered for the purpose of this thesis.

The term "tilt-rotor" is, in general, used to define that the transition is achieved via

tilting the propulsion units (e.g., rotors, propellors, ducted fans, etc.). Detailed com-

parison of different tilt-rotor concepts (e.g., tilt-rotor, tilt-duct/nacelle, tilt-prop, etc.)

are not introduced in this thesis since the aim is to differentiate "tilt-rotor" and "tilt-

wing" concepts. The reader can refer to the review paper [39] for a more detailed

comparison between various VTOL configurations. It is noted that the tilt-rotor is the

most popular long-range VTOL concept, and most of the promising long-range DEP

eVTOL projects use tilt-rotor configuration [10, 8, 9].

For the "tilt-wing" configuration, the entire wing is tilted to perform the transition

between hover and forward flight. This configuration is not very popular in the in-

dustry for the long-range eVTOL air-taxi concept. However, there are some tilt-wing

eVTOL projects held by NASA and Airbus [1, 11]. For the tilt-wing configuration, a

very high angle of attack might occur during the transition between hover and forward

flight. Therefore, avoiding stall behavior during the transition is quite challenging for

the tilt-wing configuration [39].

The "fixed-wing multicopter" concept uses independent propulsion systems for ver-
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tical/hover and forward flight. The transition from hover to forward flight is simply

performed without tilting any propulsion system. The aircraft design is less complex

than the "tilt-rotor" and "tilt-wing" concepts since undesired aerodynamic effects are

not present thanks to the decoupling of propulsion systems. The propulsion system

used for vertical flight is not used in forward flight and adds an additional weight

burden to aircraft design. The range/endurance is more constrained compared to the

"tilt-wing" and "tilt-rotor" concepts due to less efficient forward flight and additional

weight burden. Therefore, hybrid propulsion systems are preferred for this config-

uration instead of all-electric aircraft [38]. In the industry, fixed-wing multicopter

configuration is not very common for the DEP eVTOL air-taxi concept. A known

example for the "fixed-wing multicopter" eVTOL is the Personal Air Vehicle (PAV)

designed by Aurora Flight Sciences supported by Boeing Company [2].

1.2 Motivation and Contributions of the Thesis

In previous sections, DEP eVTOL air-taxi concepts are introduced, and most common

configurations are discussed thoroughly. The air-taxi studied in this thesis is a novel

DEP eVTOL with tilt-rotor configuration. Several tilting electric ducted fans (EDFs)

are distributed over the fixed-wing and canard/front surfaces, and traditional control

and stability surfaces do not exist. Therefore, the aircraft configuration is unique

compared to the other tilt-rotor eVTOL air-taxi concepts. The aircraft studied in this

thesis is inspired by the Lilium-jet, which is one of the most promising and fast-

growing eVTOL air-taxi projects [10]. Lilium is planning to be in service around

2025, and the company has already received a significant amount of investment ($

376 Million, see Table 1.1). General information about the "Lilium-jet" and top-

side views of the aircraft is given in Figure 1.1. Moreover, top and side views of the

aircraft designed in this thesis for the purpose of modeling and control study are given

in Figures 2.8 and 3.10. It is important to note that the aircraft designed and studied

in this thesis is different from the Lilium-jet, and all the results and conclusions of

the thesis are not related to the Lilium-jet.

The thesis focuses on the full envelope flight controller design for the novel air-taxi

that is not studied before to the best of the author’s knowledge. A preliminary flight
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Figure 1.1: Lilium-jet eVTOL air-taxi [10], figure taken from [7].

dynamics model of the air-taxi is generated first since there is no data available to be

used in the literature.

The studied air-taxi concept can be classified as long-range DEP eVTOL consider-

ing the introduction given in the previous sections. It has a fixed-wing surface for

efficient high-speed forward flight and tilting EDFs to transition between hover and

forward flight via pure thrust vector control. EDFs are distributed over the front/-
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canard and wing of the aircraft. Wing EDFs are located at the trailing edge of the

wing surface, similar to a flap configuration. Aircraft do not have any conventional

stability and control surfaces such as aileron, elevator, rudder, horizontal/vertical sta-

bilizer, etc. (see Figure 2.8). Full envelope flight control is achieved via adjusting

the thrust vector of numerous EDF units properly. Not having conventional con-

trol/stability surfaces has critical advantages: improved aerodynamic efficiency at

high speed forward flight, design flexibility-simplicity, better sizing-weight savings,

etc. On the other hand, it also comes with problems/challenges regarding the flight

control such as open-loop directional unstability, limited control authority at specific

flight conditions, resolving actuator saturation is not straightforward due to the thrust

vector couplings, etc., see Section 3.1 for details.

Long-range DEP eVTOL aircraft is an emerging concept and became popular in the

aviation industry [9, 10, 8] as part of the future electric aircraft concept, which is seen

as a feasible solution for the on-demand UAM [46, 62, 87, 29, 51]. However, there

are very few studies in the literature regarding the modeling and full envelope flight

controller design of long-range DEP eVTOL aircraft with a fixed-wing aerodynamic

surface. Two studies are found in literature similar to the aircraft concept considered

in this thesis. A novel fixed-wing tilt-rotor eVTOL is studied in the first paper [33].

The authors focus on both flight dynamics modeling and full envelope flight control

of the novel concept. In the second study, the authors put more effort into designing a

unified flight controller for a fixed-wing multi-copter type eVTOL aircraft for the en-

tire flight envelope [55]. In both studies, the aircraft has conventional stability/control

surfaces which improve stability and control characteristics. The aircraft studied in

this thesis differentiates from both long range DEP eVTOL concepts since there are

no conventional stability and control surfaces. Pros and cons of this unique design

are briefly explained in the previous paragraph and will be discussed thoroughly in

Section 3.1 focusing on the flight control problems.

MOTIVATION: To sum up, the motivation of the thesis is defining flight control-

related problems/challenges of the unique and promising eVTOL air-taxi and design-

ing a unified flight controller for the entire flight envelope. Taking into account the

air-taxi operation, the flight envelope mainly consists of; vertical takeoff, the tran-

sition from hover to forward flight, forward flight (with climb/descent and turns),
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transition from forward to hover flight, and vertical landing.

CONTRIBUTIONS: Contributions of the thesis are discussed comprehensively in

Section 3.1 since they are all related to resolving the full envelope flight control prob-

lems of the aircraft. In this introduction, a brief description is given as follows con-

sidering the main problems and the proposed solution methods regarding the unified

flight controller design:

• Significant nonlinearities and couplings emerge in flight dynamics, especially dur-

ing the transition between hover and forward flight. A nonlinear controller approach

Incremental Nonlinear Dynamic Inversion is adapted to the problem to design a uni-

fied and effective flight controller. INDI method is based on nonlinear dynamic in-

version (NDI), but it has different characteristics compared to the classical NDI ap-

proaches [80, 65]. The main advantage of INDI is the reduced modeling dependency

and improved robustness to disturbances compared to NDI since INDI performs a

sensor-based dynamic inversion [80, 74, 55, 96]. INDI became a popular and promis-

ing nonlinear control approach in recent years with improvements in sensor technol-

ogy [80, 78, 89, 43, 99, 37, 55]. The INDI method fits well to the problem since flight

dynamics modeling of the studied aircraft is quite complex, and significant effort is

required to generate a high-fidelity model to be used in the nonlinear dynamic inver-

sion. Thanks to the sensor-based dynamic inversion, the model dependency of the

designed INDI controller is only mass, inertia, and EDF lever-arm (mainly depend-

ing on the geometry) information (see Section 3.3.2.2 for details). In this thesis, the

INDI controller is formulated to design a unified flight controller that covers the entire

flight envelope. The INDI controller is designed considering the strong couplings of

pure thrust vector control of the unique air-taxi concept. The same design approach

can be adapted to other aircraft concepts with modifications.

• As mentioned previously, aircraft do not have conventional stability/control sur-

faces, and the pure thrust vector is used to control the aircraft. Rpm and tilt angle

of numerous EDF units (total of 26 EDFs) are adjusted to achieve desired thrust

vector. Therefore, the system is over-actuated since the number of control axis/chan-

nels is less than the number of control effectors/actuators (i.e., 6 axis to control and

52 control inputs). The number of control inputs is reduced via applying the same
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control inputs (i.e., rpm and tilt angle) for adjacent EDF units to simplify the con-

troller design. Nevertheless, the system is still over-actuated, and the control allo-

cation problem does not have a unique solution due to the over-actuation [45]. In

case of limited control authority (i.e., the actuator saturation), the controller may not

track the commands in all channels, and allocation of the available control authority

properly becomes a critical problem [77, 63]. This problem is generally referred as

"Control Allocation(CA)", and as a general solution in literature, rotational channels

are prioritized over translational channels in case of actuator saturation [35, 77]. In

this way, the stability of the aircraft is guaranteed via proper CA design. To design

CA effectively, the relation between control channels and control effectors needs to be

formulated. For the studied aircraft concept, formulating this relation is not straight-

forward due to the strong couplings caused by the pure thrust vector control concept.

Therefore, standard saturation resolving approaches (e.g., anti-wind methods) are

not easily implemented, and a specific formulation is required to decouple the thrust

vector control. For traditional aircraft, it is easy to decouple control axis and control

effectors since conventional control surfaces are inherently decoupled (i.e., aileron

to roll axis, elevator to pitch axis, rudder to yaw axis) [47]. To sum up, not having

conventional control surfaces and coupled nature of the pure thrust vector control

complicate resolving the problems due to limited control authority (i.e., the actuator

saturation). An optimization-based CA is designed and integrated into the INDI con-

troller to effectively allocate the limited control authority and guarantee stable flight.

Simulation results show that the CA has a vital role in satisfying stable flight in case

of severe actuator saturation (see Section 3.3.3.6).

The motivation and contributions of the thesis are explained briefly in this introduc-

tory section. The challenges of the unified flight controller design and proposed solu-

tions/contributions are discussed thoroughly in Chapter 3.

1.3 Organization and Overview of the Chapters

In this section, organization of the thesis chapters and their content are mentioned

briefly to give the reader a general overview about the thesis structure and each chap-

ter.
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The thesis focuses on designing a unified flight controller for the novel eVTOL air-

taxi, considering the entire flight envelope. The flight dynamics model of the air-taxi

is not available in the literature. High fidelity modeling requires significant effort

since generating a flight dynamics model covering the entire flight envelope is a quite

complex task. For the purpose of the thesis, a preliminary flight dynamics model

is generated considering the main effects at hover and forward flight. Hover and

forward flight dynamic models are merged via a blending coefficient to model the

transition dynamics. The component build-up approach is used to estimate the over-

all aerodynamic and propulsion forces and moments. Sensor and actuator dynamics

are included in the flight dynamics model to build a 6-Degree of Freedom (DOF)

simulation model. Details of the flight dynamics modeling and simulation model are

given in Chapter 2.

Once the flight dynamics model is obtained, controller design is studied in Chap-

ter 3. First, a linear controller is designed for cruise flight to observe the open and

closed-loop characteristics of the aircraft at high speed forward flight. LQR method

is used to design the linear cruise controller. It is observed that the LQR controller

works as expected close to the design condition (i.e., the trim condition). However,

due to the severe nonlinearities/couplings in the transition dynamics, the same LQR

controller can not perform well when the aircraft is away from the trim condition (i.e.,

approaching the transition region). Therefore, it is concluded that a gain-scheduled

LQR design is necessary to have a unified flight controller that covers the entire flight

envelope. A nonlinear sensor-based control method called INDI is used to effec-

tively design a unified controller that is less dependent on the aircraft model. INDI

controller is formulated specifically considering the coupled nature of the pure thrust

vector control concept. Once the INDI controller is designed, several simulation tests

are performed to analyze the performance of the unified INDI controller for the entire

flight envelope. It is observed that the INDI controller works satisfactorily if control

authority is not limited (i.e., when the actuator saturation does not exist). In case

of actuator saturation, a proper allocation of the limited control authority is essential

to satisfy stable flight. Resolving actuator saturation is not straightforward due to

the coupled nature of the pure thrust vector control. To resolve problems due to the

limited control authority, an optimization based CA block is designed and integrated
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into the unified INDI controller. The overall flight controller (INDI+CA) is tested

for various conditions considering the wide flight envelope, including sensitivity to

modeling errors and disturbance rejection characteristics. Based on the simulation

results, the performance of the unified controller is satisfactory for the entire flight

envelope. Moreover, disturbance rejection characteristics and robustness to modeling

errors are quite promising. To sum up, Chapter 3 is about the unified controller design

and verification of the controller via nonlinear simulation results.

In the last chapter (Chapter 4), concluding remarks are given considering the moti-

vation of the study, challenges/problems of the full envelope flight controller design,

proposed design solutions and contributions, verification of the designed controller,

and possible future works.
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CHAPTER 2

FLIGHT DYNAMICS MODELING

As mentioned in the introduction part (Section 1.2), the aircraft studied in this thesis

has a novel configuration. Therefore, a 6-DOF flight dynamics model of the aircraft,

which is not available in the literature, needs to be generated first. The aircraft has

a fixed-wing aerodynamic surface and numerous tilting EDFs distributed through the

front/canard and wing sections of the aircraft (see Figure 2.8). The challenging part

is estimating the aerodynamic and propulsion forces & moments acting on the air-

craft, especially during the transition region. High fidelity modeling of the transition

dynamics is quite complex since tilting EDFs also generate aerodynamic forces/mo-

ments, and flow separation over the EDF surfaces might occur during the transition.

The main focus and motivation of the thesis are the full envelope flight control of the

unique eVTOL aircraft. Therefore, the flight dynamics model is constructed consider-

ing the main effects at hover and high speed forward flight. The transition dynamics

are obtained via merging the hover and forward flight models based on the airspeed.

Considering these points, a preliminary flight dynamics model is generated instead

of a high fidelity model including the complex effects during the transition dynamics.

Switching between the hover and forward flight model imposes significant nonlin-

earities during the transition, although the flight dynamics is not modeled with high

fidelity (see Section 3.2.3.6).

To simplify the aerodynamic and propulsion system modeling, aircraft is divided into

two primary components, and contributions of each component are added (i.e., the

component build-up approach) to find the overall aerodynamic and propulsion forces

& moments. The first component is the aircraft wing-body, and the second compo-

nent is identical EDFs used in each propulsion set. To ease the modeling effort, the
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aerodynamic and propulsion models are decoupled. In other words, aero-propulsion

couplings are not modeled, although they might have significant contributions to the

model especially in transition regions. Modeling of the aero-propulsion couplings

is quite complex for the novel air-taxi and requires significant design effort. There-

fore, a high fidelity model including aero-propulsion couplings might be the topic of

a dedicated study focusing on flight dynamics modeling.

Aerodynamic modeling is divided into two parts named "forward flight" and "hover".

For the forward flight modeling, the aerodynamic contribution of the wing-body com-

ponent is obtained using a semi-empiric software called the DATCOM [100, 70]. The

hover flight aerodynamic modeling is more simple and based on a flat-plate approxi-

mation. The ground effect at hover is not modeled since it is also considered as part

of the high fidelity modeling study similar to the aero-propulsion couplings at transi-

tion flight. To estimate the propulsion characteristics (thrust, torque, power) of EDFs,

data-sheet of a commercially available EDF [13] is used, and the basic momentum

theory is applied to verify the data [73].

In the following sections, first, the aerodynamic model is generated considering the

component build-up approach. Second, the propulsion model is given in detail con-

sidering also the actuator dynamics of EDF propulsion units. Finally, the 6-DOF

Equations of Motion (EOM) are defined to build the flight dynamics model.

2.1 Aerodynamic Modeling

In general, one of the most challenging parts of the flight simulation is evaluating the

aerodynamic and propulsion forces/moments which are highly nonlinear and depends

on various parameters [22]. For specific flight conditions (e.g. stall regions, coupled

aero-propulsion dynamics, hover in ground effect, etc.), these nonlinearities become

more dominant and accurate modeling of the aerodynamic and propulsion effects

require much more effort.

The aircraft considered in this study performs VTOL, transition (between hover and

forward flight), and other forward flight phases (cruise, climb/descent, coordinated-

turn, etc.) considering the full flight envelope. The detailed aerodynamic model-
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ing of the entire flight envelope requires significant amount of modeling work and

could be part of another study dedicated to aerodynamic and propulsion modeling.

Moreover, aerodynamic models covering the entire flight envelope do not exist in the

literature for a similar aircraft (i.e., a fixed-wing eVTOL with distributed EDFs on

wing-canard sections and without conventional control-stability surfaces). As men-

tioned previously, this work aims to focus on flight control of the novel eVTOL air-

craft. Considering these points, the aerodynamic model covering the complete flight

regime is obtained using fast and efficient approaches. Taking into account the bal-

ance between accuracy and complexity, the "DATCOM" program is chosen to model

the wing-body aerodynamic effects at forward flight. The modeling of hover flight is

more simple, and it is based on a flat-plate model, which is used in literature for other

VTOL concepts [56]. The transition between hover and forward flight is modeled by

introducing a blending coefficient. The blending coefficient is based on the forward

flight velocity, which is the crucial factor to determine whether the wing-body aero-

dynamic contribution is dominant or not.

The details of the preliminary aerodynamic modeling for hover, forward, and transi-

tion flight phases are given in the following sections.

2.1.1 Forward Flight: Wing-Body Aerodynamic Modeling

The "United States Air Force (USAF) Stability and Control Digital DATCOM" is a

computer program that estimates static stability, control, and dynamic derivative char-

acteristics of fixed-wing aircraft using the methods contained in USAF Stability and

Control DATCOM [4, 26, 70]. DATCOM has been used in literature and industry for

a long time to build preliminary flight dynamics models of several aircraft and mis-

siles [71, 40, 72, 25, 85, 16, 95]. Compared to the CFD methods, DATCOM is very

fast and it generally gives accurate enough results for the preliminary design stage

[71, 4, 26]. Another advantage of the DATCOM is compatibility with the "MAT-

LAB" software that is used to build the 6-DOF simulation model of the aircraft [5].

There exist other open source programs such as AVL [30], XFLR5 [32, 57] to estimate

the aerodynamic and control coefficients in a fast way. For our case, the DATCOM

program is considered to be the most effective approach to generate the preliminary
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aerodynamic data for the forward flight model.

2.1.1.1 Generating the Digital DATCOM Input File

The DATCOM program requires an input file that contains the 3-D geometry, lifting

surface characteristics and desired flight conditions [100, 70]. The aircraft’s body and

wing geometry is constructed iteratively considering the open-source geometry of the

"Lilium" aircraft as a baseline configuration [10]. Iterations are mainly performed by

changing the location and geometry of the wing surface and location of the cg. (see

Tables 2.1 and 2.2). It is aimed to satisfy following static stability requirements [58]

and CL/CD ratio for the final configuration of the aircraft. As mentioned in Section

1.2, it is important to remind that the results obtained in this thesis are specific to this

study and can not be associated with the "Lilium" aircraft [10].

1. Cmα < 0 ≡ longitudinal static stability

2. Cnβ > 0 ≡ static directional (weathercock) stability (can not be satisfied due to

the tailless design)

3. Clβ < 0 ≡ lateral static stability

4. CY β < 0 ≡ sideslip stability

5. CL/CD > 5 for 0 < αcruise < 10 deg

With the iteration of the baseline configuration, all of the design requirements listed

above are satisfied except the directional stability. This is an expected result for the

tailless aircraft and details are explained in the following section where the DATCOM

results are presented and discussed.

Flight conditions are chosen considering the operation of the air-taxi. As represented

in Tables 2.1 and 2.2, the DATCOM input file requires the airspeed, altitude and angle

of attack envelope as flight condition inputs. DATCOM results are generated only

for the sea-level altitude considering that the air-taxi operations will be performed

at low altitudes (approx. 0-1000 m.), and the change in aerodynamic coefficients

with respect to the altitude is small for the considered altitude range. The maximum
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Figure 2.1: Forward flight aerodynamic modeling, static coefficients.

speed is chosen as approximately 100 m/s (≈ 0.3 Mach). The minimum speed that

the wing-body aerodynamics become dominant is considered 20 m/s (≈ 0.05 Mach).

Therefore, the airspeed range of the DATCOM input file is between 0.05 Mach and

0.3 Mach (Table 2.2). The angle of attack input range is selected as -16 degree to 20

degree, which covers the expected angle of attack values of the wing-body surfaces

considering the operational flight envelope (noted that the tilting EDF surfaces which

might experience a much higher range of angle of attack values are not included into

the preliminary aerodynamic modeling for the scope of this study).

Based on the flight conditions and the design requirements discussed above, the Digi-

tal DATCOM input file of the final aircraft configuration and the parameter definitions

of the DATCOM input file are given in Tables 2.1 and 2.2, respectively.

2.1.1.2 Digital DATCOM Results

The DATCOM input file given in Table 2.2 is used to find the static and dynamic

coefficients. Results are represented for the Mach number and angle of attack input

ranges at sea level condition.

All of the static coefficients that need to be met as design requirements are given in

Figure 2.1. The longitudinal static stability condition (i.e, Cmα < 0 ) is satisfied. Lat-

eral static stability Clβ < 0 is met for positive angle of attack values, and the sideslip
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Table 2.1: Digital DATCOM Parameter Definitions

Digital DATCOM Equations Definition

MACH M Mach number breakpoints

ALT h Altitude breakpoints

ALSCHD α Angle of attack breakpoints

XCG Xcg Longitudinal location of cg

ZCG Zcg Vertical location of cg

SREF S Theoretical wing area

CBARR c̄ Wing mean aerodynamic chord

BLREF bref Wing span

X - Body x coordinates

R - Body radius at the defined x coordinates

XW - Longitudinal location of wing

ZW - Vertical location of wing

CHRDTP - Chord at wing tip

CHRDR - Chord at wing root

SSPNE - Exposed wing semi-span

SSPN - Wing semi-span

SAVSI - Wing sweep angle

CHSTAT - Reference chord station for sweep angle

stability is nearly achieved since CY β is slightly negative. The directional stability

requirement could not be satisfied. This is an expected outcome/drawback of the tail-

less design since most of the directional stability comes from the vertical tail [58].

Although Cnβ values are very close to zero, the directional channel is open-loop un-

stable, which means that the aircraft will not align itself to the relative airflow when

there is a yaw moment disturbance. Therefore, the controller must handle unstable

dynamics. As mentioned previously, not having conventional stability surfaces (i.e.,

vertical and horizontal tail) has several advantages considering the aerodynamic ef-

ficiency, better sizing, simplicity in design etc. On the other hand, flight control be-

comes more challenging since the aircraft is not open-loop stable in the directional
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Table 2.2: Digital DATCOM Input File

$FLTCON NMACH = 4.0, MACH(1)=0.05,0.1,0.2,0.3,

ALT=0.0, NALPHA=12.0,

ALSCHD(1)=-16.0,-12.0,-8.0,-4.0,-2.0,0.0,2.0,4.0,8.0,12.0,16.0,20.0$

$SYNTHS XCG=2.25, ZCG=0.0$

$OPTINS SREF=2.7, CBARR=0.45, BLREF=6.6$

$BODY NX = 20.0,

X(1)=0.0,0.2100,0.4200,0.6300,0.8400,1.0500,1.2600,1.4700,

1.6800,1.8900, 2.1100,2.3200,2.5300,2.7400,2.9500,3.1600,3.3700,

3.5800,3.7900,4.0000,

R(1)=0.13,0.32,0.47,0.58,0.67,0.72,0.76,0.78,0.78,

0.78,0.76,0.74,0.72,0.69,0.65,0.61,0.56,0.51,0.44,0.36$

$SYNTHS XW=2.42, ZW=0.0, ALIW=0.0$

$WGPLNF CHRDTP=0.3, SSPNE=3.0, SSPN=3.3, CHRDR=0.6,

SAVSI=5.71, CHSTAT=0.25,SWAFP=0.0, TWISTA=0.0,SSPNDD=0.0,

DHDADI=0.0,DHDADO=0.0, TYPE=1.0$

NACA-W-4-0012

CASEID LILIUM AXISYMMETRIC BODY WING

DIM M

SAVE

DAMP

NEXT CASE

channel. A detailed discussion of the open-loop unstability and other flight control

related challenges will be mentioned in Section 3.1.

Regarding the separation of flow over the fixed-wing surface, Figure 2.1 shows that

stall condition starts above 16 degrees of angle of attack. Therefore, the controller

is designed to avoid stall region such that the trim angle of attack values are much

lower than 16 degrees. According to Figure 2.4, CL/CD is around 5 for α around 4-5

degrees. Therefore, for efficient and safe cruise flight, the trim angle of attack should

be close to this level. A detailed discussion of the trim angle of attack at cruise, which

is selected as 4 degrees, is also given in Section 3.2.3.1.
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Figure 2.2: Forward flight aerodynamic modeling, dynamic force coefficients.

Figure 2.3: Forward flight aerodynamic modeling, dynamic moment coefficients.
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Figure 2.4: Forward flight aerodynamic modeling, Lift to Drag ratio (L/D).

Dynamic coefficients are also estimated via DATCOM, and they are represented in

Figures 2.2 and 2.3 for force and moment coefficients, respectively. Digital DATCOM

couldn’t find CLα̇ and Cmα̇ dynamic derivatives. Therefore, these coefficients are

taken as zero. It is noted that nonlinearities are observed for some of the dynamic

coefficients above stall angle of attack as expected.

According to Figures 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3, Digital DATCOM gives coefficients as a func-

tion of Mach number and angle of attack. The results of DATCOM can be used as

look-up tables; however, it is preferred to obtain functions for each coefficient us-

ing the curve-fitting approach. According to the DATCOM results, variation with

Mach number is significant only for CD and dynamic coefficients above stall region.

Considering these results, all of the coefficients apart from CD are represented as a

function of angle of attack, whereas CD is estimated as a function of both angle of

attack and Mach. Static and dynamic coefficients are given as functions in the follow-

ing Equation set. MATLAB’s "polyfit" command is used to determine the polynomial

coefficients.
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CD = 0.1425− 0.3395 ·M + 0.00038 · (α · 180/pi)2 + 0.5479 ·M2

Cyβ = −0.0075

CL = 0.1128 · α · 180/pi

Clβ = −6.68 · 10−5 · α · 180/pi

Cm = −0.0425 · α · 180/pi

Cnβ = −0.0066

Cyp = −6.5 · 10−5 · α · 180/pi

CLq = 0.3726

CLα̇ = 0

Clp = −0.0093− 7.37 · 10−6 · (α · 180/pi)2

Clr = 4.21 · 10−4 · α · 180/pi

Cmq = −2.554

Cmα̇ = 0

Cnp = −1.88 · 10−4 · α · 180/pi

Cnr = −1.11 · 10−4 − 9.19 · 10−6 · (α · 180/pi)2



(2.1)

Functions are valid in the range of predefined input regions which are given in Equa-

tion 2.2. The out-of range inputs are clipped to the minimum and maximum values.

The minimum and maximum values are determined considering the DATCOM out-

puts and stall regions given in Figures 2.1, 2.2, 2.3. Mach number range is chosen

between 0.05 and 0.5 considering a margin for the maximum airspeed.
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−20 deg < α < +20 deg

−20 deg < β < +20 deg

0.05 < Mach < 0.5


(2.2)

2.1.1.3 Wing-Body Aerodynamic Forces and Moments

Once the aerodynamic coefficients are represented in function form, static and dy-

namic contributions of the aerodynamic coefficients are written as follows.

Static contributions:

CD,sta = CD

Cy,sta = Cyβ · β · 180/π

CL,sta = CL

Cl,sta = Clβ · β · 180/π

Cm,sta = Cm

Cn,sta = Cnβ · β · 180/π



(2.3)

Dynamic contributions:

CD,dyn = 0

Cy,dyn = Cyp · ps · 180/π · (bref/(2Vair))

CL,dyn = (CLq · qs + CLα̇ · α̇) · 180/π · (c̄/(2Vair))

Cl,dyn = (Clp · ps + Clr · rs) · 180/π · (bref/(2Vair))

Cm,dyn = (Cmq · qs + Cmα̇ · α̇) · 180/π · (c̄/(2Vair))

Cn,dyn = (Cnp · ps + Cnr · rs) · 180/π · (bref/(2Vair))



(2.4)

It is noted that, the DATCOM program gives coefficients in the stability axes system

[100, 70]. In equation set 2.4, ps, qs, rs represents angular velocity of the stability
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axes with respect to the inertial frame (Earth) defined in the stability axes coordinate

system. Derivation of ωss/e = [ps, qs, rs] is given as following [86]. The sub and upper

scripts b, s, and e in the equations represent the aircraft body, stability and Earth

(inertial) frames, respectively.

ωsb/s = ωbb/s = [0, α̇, 0]

ωbb/e = [p, q, r]

ωbs/e = ωbs/b + ωbb/e = [p, q − α̇, r]

ωss/e = [ps, qs, rs] = Tsbω
b
s/e

Tsb =


cos(α) 0 sin(α)

0 1 0

−sin(α) 0 cos(α)


Tbs = T Tsb



(2.5)

where Tsb is the transformation matrix from the aircraft body axes to the stability axes

coordinate system.

Overall aerodynamic forces and moments of the wing-body are obtained in the sta-

bility axes coordinate system. However, our aim is to write the equations of motion

in the aircraft body axes. Therefore, a transformation from the stability axes to the

aircraft body axes is required. Moreover, the DATCOM sign convention for CL and

CD is opposite to the aircraft body x and z axis. Therefore, to obtain body axes force

terms, x and z components are multiplied with -1. Then, the aerodynamic forces

and moments represented in the aircraft body axes coordinate system are obtained as

follows using the stability to body axes transformation matrix Tbs.

F b
aero,forward = Tbs


−q̄SCD,sta

q̄S(Cy,sta + Cy,dyn)

−q̄S(CL,sta + CL,dyn)

 (2.6)
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M b
aero,forward = Tbs


q̄S(Cl,sta + Cl,dyn)bref

q̄S(Cm,sta + Cm,dyn)c̄

q̄S(Cn,sta + Cn,dyn)bref

 (2.7)

where static and dynamic coefficients are given in Equations 2.3 and 2.4, q̄, bref , c̄, S

are dynamic pressure, wing span, mean aerodynamic chord and wing area given in

Tables 2.1 and 2.2.

2.1.2 Hover Flight: Estimation of Aerodynamic Resistance Force

In hover and low-speed flight near hover condition, it is reasonable to assume that

the dominant aerodynamic effect is the resistance drag force in translational axes

(horizontal, vertical, and sideward motion). Lift force and aerodynamic moments

are considered negligible and not modeled at low-speed flight since the maximum

speed is restricted to 10 m/s for horizontal motion and 5 m/s for vertical motion.

Ground effect is also relevant for the hover flight. However, it is not modeled for

the preliminary modeling since it requires more detailed and complex aerodynamic

modeling.

Drag is estimated as a resistance force for each direction, and it is based on flat-plate

for y and z directions; whereas, for x direction the aircraft is assumed to be a circular

cylinder. Before estimating the drag forces, first, effective frontal areas are calculated

roughly for each direction as follows.

Sx = π h2
fus/4 ≈ 3 m2

Sy = lfus hfus = 8 m2

Sz = lfus hfus + S ≈ 10 m2

hfus = 2 m , lfus = 4 m , S = 2.7 m2 ,


(2.8)

where hfus, lfus and S are the mean fuselage height, fuselage length and wing refer-

ence area, respectively (see Table 2.7).
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Once the effective frontal areas are calculated, then drag force at low-speed flight is

estimated as in Equation 2.9. Since the aircraft can move backwards and sideward in

both direction, "sign" function is added to the equations to consider the direction of

motion.

F b
aero,hover =


−sign(u) 0.5 ρ u2 Sx Cd,x

−sign(v) 0.5 ρ v2 Sy Cd,y

−sign(w) 0.5 ρ w2 Sz Cd,z

 (2.9)

In Equation 2.9 it is more reasonable to use velocities that are normal to the frontal

areas instead of the body velocities. However, the error introduced due to using the

body velocities is considered negligible for the purpose of preliminary modeling.

The drag coefficients for y and z directions (Cd,y and Cd,z) are for a rectangular plate

and equal to 1.2; whereas, the drag coefficient of a circular cylinder, which is equal

to 0.74, [67] is used for x direction.

To sum up, it is assumed that at low speeds, the dominant aerodynamic contribution

is the drag force acting in the opposite direction of motion. Estimation of the drag

force for each translational axes is given in Equation 2.9.

2.1.3 Complete Aerodynamic Model Considering the Transition

Once the aerodynamic models are generated for hover and forward flight, it is possible

to merge them considering the transition between hover and forward flight. Regarding

the merging coefficient, it is reasonable to use body x velocity (u) as the decision

parameter. u is selected instead of Vair since it is possible to move sideways in hover,

which will contribute to Vair although the wing actually does not produce lift during

the sideways motion.

As mentioned in Section 2.1.1.1, wing-induced aerodynamic forces are deemed ef-

fective above 0.05 Mach which is about 20 m/s at sea level conditions. For this

reason, the forward flight model (wing-body aerodynamics) is more dominant after

u = 20m/s, and below this value, the hover flight model has contributions to the
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overall aerodynamic model. The transition from hover to forward flight starts at 10

m/s, half of the velocity that wing-related aerodynamic forces become dominant. It is

noted that the hover model is active for negative body x and y velocities. To sum up,

the merging coefficient kaero is defined as follows.

if (u >= 10 & u <= 20)

kaero = (20− u)/10

elseif u < 10

kaero = 1

else

kaero = 0

end



(2.10)

Finally, the complete aerodynamic model considering the transition flight is expressed

in the following equation using the merging coefficient kaero. F b
aero,forward,M

b
aero,forward

and F b
aero,hover are defined in Equations 2.6, 2.7, and 2.9, respectively.

F b
aero = (1− kaero) F b

aero,forward + kaero F
b
aero,hover

M b
aero = (1− kaero) M b

aero,forward

 (2.11)

2.2 Electric Ducted Fan(EDF) Modeling

In this section, the thrust, torque, and power characteristics of EDFs are estimated

first. Second, total EDF number and their distribution are decided mainly considering

the Thrust to Maximum Takeoff Weight ratio (T/WMTOW ) and pitch moment balance

at hover. Third, overall propulsion forces and moments generated by the EDFs are

represented in the aircraft body coordinate system similar to the aerodynamic forces/-

moments. Finally, actuator dynamics of EDFs are defined in detail, considering the

rpm/thrust and tilting dynamics.
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Figure 2.5: Schübeler HST-215 Electric Ducted Fan (EDF), data taken from [13].

2.2.1 Estimation of the Thrust and Torque Coefficients

In the DEP VTOL concept, it might be beneficial to use different EDFs for vertical

and cruise flights by optimizing the design of EDFs for specific purposes such as

higher efficiency in cruise or hover flight [90]. However, design optimization is not

the focus of this thesis. Therefore, it is assumed that all EDFs are identical and have

the same characteristics.

An off-the-shelf EDF product, named Schübeler HST-215 [13], fits the purpose of

this study. A similar EDF is used in a NASA-founded DEP aircraft project [41]. To

model the thrust, torque, and power characteristics of the Schübeler EDF, datasheet

represented in Figure 2.5 is used [13]. Other parameters of the Schübeler HST-215

EDF are given in Table 2.3.

Relation between the thrust and rpm is approximated by up to third order polyno-

mials, and it is seen that using an average CT (Thrust coefficient) value gives thrust

characteristics accurate enough (see Figure 2.6).

Equation 2.12 gives the thrust of each EDF based on the estimated thrust coefficient

CT and rpm.
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Table 2.3: Parameters of the Schübeler HST-215 EDF.

Maximum torque, Nm 10

Maximum Power, kW 15.6

Mass, kg 3.4

Diameter, cm 21

Figure 2.6: Schübeler HST-215 Electric Ducted Fan Thrust coefficient (CT ) Estima-

tion.

T = CT (rpm 2π/60)2 (N), where CT = 1.2032e− 04 Ns2 (2.12)

Since only the maximum torque data exist (see Table 2.3), the torque coefficient (CQ)

is approximated using the maximum values. The relation between the thrust and

torque is given as following.

Q = CQ T (Nm), where CQ = 0.04 m (2.13)
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Figure 2.7: Efficiency values of Schübeler EDF

As shown in Figure 2.5, the efficiency of Schübeler EDF is quite high and close

to % 80. Using the data given in Figure 2.5, the efficiency value is verified using

the Momentum Theory [73]. Rotor efficiency or Figure of Merit (M) is defined as

following [73].

M =
ideal induced power

actual induced power
=

T Vi
V oltage Ampere

, Vi = induced velocity

(2.14)

where Vi is the induced velocity and approximately equals to half of the exhaust

speed according to the Momentum Theory[73]. Equation (2.14) is applied to the data

sheet of Schübeler EDF given in Figure 2.5. The efficiency values are computed

and compared with the efficiency value provided in the data-sheet. The comparison

results given in Figure 2.7 illustrate that the data sheet values are consistent with the

efficiencies obtained via the Momentum Theory (i.e., using the induced velocity).
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2.2.2 Deciding on the Total Number of EDFs and Their Distribution

The aircraft has a maximum takeoff mass of 500 kg, and the corresponding maximum

takeoff weight is 4905 N. To perform VTOL maneuvers and low speed hover flight

safely, it is preferable to have thrust to maximum takeoff weight ratio (T/WMTOW )

above 1.5. In the previous section, parameters of Schübeler EDF are given. The EDF

can generate a maximum thrust above 250 N. It is assumed that the EDFs considered

in this thesis generate a maximum thrust of 300 N, which is a little higher than the

values provided by the data sheet. Then, 26 EDFs are required to have T/WMTOW

above 1.5 and also having an even number of total EDF considering the symmet-

ric EDF distribution. With 26 EDFs, the thrust to maximum takeoff weight ratio is

calculated as follows.

T/WMTOW =
26 · 300N

4905N
= 1.59 (2.15)

The distribution of 26 EDFs between the front/canard and wing sections is done con-

sidering the pitch moment balance at hover. 8 EDFs are placed on the front sections,

whereas 18 EDFs are on the wing sections. To achieve zero pitch moment at hover,

x-lever arms (∆x) of the front and wing section EDFs are chosen as 2.1 m and 0.85

m, respectively (see Figure 2.8). To simplify modeling and control effort, the total

number of 26 EDFs are divided into 10 EDF sets where 4 of them are on the front

sections and 6 sets are on the wing sections. There are 2 EDFs on the front EDF sets,

whereas the wing EDF sets have 3 EDFs in total (see Table 2.4). Rpm/thrust and tilt

angle of each EDF set are adjusted to control the aircraft via thrust vectoring for the

entire flight envelope. EDFs on the right and left side of the aircraft rotate in different

directions to have zero yaw moment induced by the EDF-generated torque. Table 2.4

gives the naming convention of EDF sets, turn directions, x and y lever arms (i.e., ∆x

and ∆y), and control input naming for rpm and tilt angle of each EDF set. Rpm and

tilt angle limits and dynamics are defined in Section 2.2.4 in detail.
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Table 2.4: EDF sets definitions and parameters

Number & Name

of the EDF set

Number of

EDF in set

nedf

Turn

direction

σedf

cg X loc. in

AC body axes

∆xedf (m)

cg Y loc. in

AC body axes

∆yedf (m)

Tilt

angle

δedf

Rpm

rpmedf

1, Front Left Tip, flt 2 CCW(+1) 2.1 -1.1 δflt rpmflt

2, Front Left Root, flr 2 CCW(+1) 2.1 -0.5 δflr rpmflr

3, Front Right Tip, frt 2 CW(-1) 2.1 1.1 δfrt rpmfrt

4, Front Right Root, frr 2 CW(-1) 2.1 0.5 δfrr rpmfrr

5, Wing Left Tip, wlt 3 CW(-1) -0.85 -2.95 δwlt rpmwlt

6, Wing Left Middle, wlm 3 CW(-1) -0.85 -2.05 δwlm rpmwlm

7, Wing Left Root, wlr 3 CW(-1) -0.85 -1.15 δwlr rpmwlr

8, Wing Right Tip, wrt 3 CCW(+1) -0.85 2.95 δwrt rpmwrt

9, Wing Right Middle, wrm 3 CCW(+1) -0.85 2.05 δwrm rpmwrm

10, Wing Right Root, wrr 3 CCW(+1) -0.85 1.15 δwrr rpmwrr

Figure 2.8: Top view of the aircraft showing EDF sets and their distribution.

2.2.3 EDF Propulsion Forces and Moments

The distribution of EDFs over the front and wing sections are defined in the previous

section and illustrated in Figure 2.8. In this section, propulsion forces and moments

generated by EDFs are defined in the aircraft body coordinate system.

Thrust and torque values are obtained in Equations 2.12 and 2.13), respectively. Then,

force and moment of each EDF unit can be written in the EDF body coordinate sys-

tem as follows. ()m represents the body coordinate system of EDFs. For the torque

equation, σ represents the turn direction which is either clockwise (CW) defined as
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positive or counterclockwise (CCW) defined as negative (see Table 2.4).

Fm
edf =


T

0

0

 (2.16)

Mm
edf = σ


Q

0

0

 (2.17)

The above equations define thrust and torque generated by each EDF in the EDF

body coordinate system (()m). As described in Table 2.4, 26 EDFs are distributed to

10 EDF sets over the front and wing sections. Then, propulsion forces and moments

generated by each EDF set are given in Equations 2.18 and 2.19, respectively. Equa-

tions are written in the aircraft body coordinate system (()b) using the basic geometry

and transformation matrix from the EDF body coordinate system to the aircraft body

coordinate system (Tbm). The thrust vector control illustrated in Figure 3.10 is used

to generate the transformation matrix Tbm.

In Equation 2.17, the moment is defined with respect to the EDF’s center of pressure

,assuming that the EDF’s center of pressure is the same as the EDF’s center of gravity

(cg). Therefore, the moment equation 2.19 involves two terms: transformation of

EDF torque to the aircraft body coordinate system and moment contributions of EDF

thrust vector at the aircraft cg.

F bedf = TbmF
m
edf =


cos(δedf ) 0 sin(δedf )

0 1 0

−sin(δedf ) 0 cos(δedf )



Tedf

0

0

 nedf =


cos(δedf ) Tedf

0

−sin(δedf ) Tedf

 nedf (2.18)

Mb
edf = TbmM

m
edf +REDF,cg/AC,cg × F bedf =


cos(δedf ) 0 sin(δedf )

0 1 0

−sin(δedf ) 0 cos(δedf )



Qedf

0

0

 σedf nedf

+


∆xedf

∆yedf

∆zedf

×

cos(δedf ) Tedf

0

−sin(δedf ) Tedf

 nedf

(2.19)
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In the above equations, ∆xedf ,∆yedf are the lever arms in x and y directions (cg

location of each EDF set with respect to the aircraft cg) given in Table 2.4, and ∆zedf

is taken as zero since it is deemed negligible. As described also in Table 2.4, nedf

and σedf are the number of EDF units in the corresponding set and the turn direction,

respectively.

2.2.4 EDF Actuator Dynamics

As mentioned previously, the aircraft do not have conventional control surfaces, and

the tilt angle and rpm/thrust of each EDF set are adjusted to control the aircraft for

the entire flight envelope. It is noted that rpm is related to thrust as given in Equation

(2.12). Therefore, either rpm or trust can be used as a control input. Actuator dynam-

ics (i.e., the tilt angle and thrust dynamics) are defined in this section considering the

data sheet of Schübeler EDF and literature work regarding the same EDF.

Thrust dynamics are modeled based on a study [41] that concern similar Schübeler

EDF used in this thesis. In this study, wind tunnel data of a Schübeler EDF is ana-

lyzed, and thrust dynamics are modeled by a 2nd order transfer function with a natural

frequency of 18.85 rad/s and damping ratio of 1 [41]. Based on this data, actuator dy-

namics are assumed to be a little bit faster, and 2nd order transfer function with the

natural frequency of 25 rad/s, and the damping ratio of 1 is used to model the thrust

dynamics. The minimum and maximum thrust limits are 0 N and 300 N that corre-

sponds to approximately 0 and 15000 rpm, respectively. The maximum limit is based

on the EDF data sheet illustrated in Figure 2.5. Regarding the minimum thrust limit,

achieving 0 rpm may not be possible in reality. Nevertheless, the aim is to define a

reasonable minimum thrust limit considering the verification of the controller.

Regarding the tilting dynamics of EDFs, there is no exact reference value for the

modeling. Therefore, assumptions are made considering the small size and mass

of EDFs. Based on the data sheet given in Table 2.3, each EDF has 3.4 kg mass

and 20 cm fan diameter. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that hinge moments

to rotate EDF sets will be very small. Then, tilting dynamics is modeled as a 2nd

order transfer function with a natural frequency of 10 rad/s and a damping ratio of 1.

Moreover, the rate limit of the tilting mechanism is taken as ± 90 deg/s. Minimum
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and maximum position limits of the tilt angles are considered separately for the EDFs

on the front and wing sections. Wing EDFs are deflected between 0 and 120 degrees.

The minimum tilt angle is taken 0 degrees since EDFs are on the trailing edge of the

wing. It is noted that EDFs are parallel to the wing surface when the tilt angle is

0 degrees. For the EDFs on the front sections, there is no fixed surface, so that the

minimum limit is extended to -30 degrees, whereas the maximum limit is the same as

wing EDFs (i.e., 120 degrees).

To conclude, the thrust and tilt angle dynamics are represented as 2nd order trans-

fer functions given as follows. Natural frequency and damping ratio of the transfer

functions, and position and rate limits are given in Table 2.5.

T

Tcmd
=

ω2
nT

s2 + 2ζTωnT + ω2
nT

(2.20)

δ

δcmd
=

ω2
nδ

s2 + 2ζδωnδ + ω2
nδ

(2.21)

Table 2.5: Parameters of the thrust/rpm and the tilt angle actuator dynamics (note that

relation between the thrust and rpm is defined in Equation (2.12).

Control input ωn ζ Minimum Maximum Rate limit

T for all EDFs 25 rad/s 1 0 N 300 N (≈ 15000 rpm) -

δ for front EDFs 10 rad/s 1 -30 deg 120 deg ± 90 deg/s

δ for wing EDFs 10 rad/s 1 0 deg 120 deg ± 90 deg/s

Moreover, the following Figure shows the block diagram of the overall actuator dy-

namics used in the 6-DOF simulation model.
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Figure 2.9: Block diagram of the actuator dynamics model.

2.3 Sensor Modeling

As explained briefly in the introduction chapter (Section 1.2), the INDI control ap-

proach implemented in this thesis is a sensor-based dynamic inversion method. The

main advantage of the INDI compared to the NDI is the reduced model dependency

to perform the dynamic inversion since INDI replaces the model information with the

acceleration estimations obtained from the sensor data. Therefore, including a realis-

tic sensor model into the simulation environment is crucial to verify the performance

of the INDI controller. Data of a MEMS IMU sensor is taken to build the sensor

model. Noise levels of a gyroscope and accelerometer are driven from the raw sensor

data [23]. In addition, the sensor time delay is taken from a study that focuses on the

effect of sensor delay on an INDI-based controller [74]. Sensor model parameters are

summarized in the following table.

Table 2.6: Parameters of the MEMS IMU sensor model

Gyroscope Accelerometer

Noise level 1 deg/s 0.1 m/s2

Time delay 10 milisec. 10 milisec.
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Gyroscope and accelerometer measurements are filtered to improve the INDI con-

troller performance. It is observed that a 2nd order low-pass filter is sufficient and

effective to reduce the sensor noise. Details of the noise filtering and also the data-

synchronization of the INDI controller are given in Section 3.3.2.3.

2.4 6-DOF Equations Of Motion

Aerodynamic and propulsion forces are formulated in the aircraft body axes in the

previous sections via the component build-up modeling approach. In this section, 6-

DOF Equations of Motion (EOM) are defined in the aircraft body coordinate system

as follows [86].


u̇

v̇

ẇ

 = (F b
aero + F b

prop + F b
grav + F b

dist)/m−


p

q

r

×

u

v

w



with F b
grav =


−gsin(θ)

gsin(φ)cos(θ)

gcos(φ)cos(θ)



and F b
prop =

∑10
n=1 F

b
edf,n =


Fxprop

0

Fzprop



(2.22)


ṗ

q̇

ṙ

 = J−1(M b
aero +M b

prop +M b
dist −


p

q

r

× J

p

q

r

),

with J =


Ix 0 0

0 Iy 0

0 0 Iz



and M b
prop =

∑10
n=1 M

b
edf,n =


Lprop

Mprop

Nprop



(2.23)
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F b
aero andM b

aero represent the overall aerodynamic forces and moments given in (2.11)

considering the blending between hover and forward flight models.

Propulsion forces and moments generated by each EDF set (F b
edf , M b

edf ) are given in

Equations (2.18) and (2.19), respectively. As described in Section 2.2.2, 10 EDF sets

are introduced to reduce the modeling and control effort.
∑10

n=1 F
b
edf,n and

∑10
n=1 M

b
edf,n

represent total contribution of 10 EDF sets where detailed parameters are given in Ta-

ble 2.4. Note that the propulsion system can not generate side-force in the aircraft

body axis (i.e., Fyprop = 0 in Equation 2.22). Side motion is indirectly controlled via

changing the aircraft attitude and direction of lift vector (i.e., adjusting the roll angle

at hover flight and roll/yaw angles at forward flight, see Section 3.3.2.4 for details).

Disturbance forces and moments are also introduced into the equations as F b
dist,M

b
dist.

They are used to analyze the disturbance rejection characteristics of the controller (see

Section 3.3.3.6).

In addition to the force and moment equations, kinematic and navigation equations

are defined as follows.


φ̇

θ̇

ψ̇

 =


p+ tan(θ)(qsin(φ) + rcos(φ))

qcos(φ)− rsin(φ)

(qsin(φ) + rcos(φ))/cos(θ)

 (2.24)


˙pN

˙pE

ḣ

 =


u(cos(θ)cos(ψ)) + v(−cos(φ)sin(ψ) + sin(φ)sin(θ)cos(ψ)) + w(sin(φ)sin(ψ) + cos(φ)sin(θ)cos(ψ))

u(cos(θ)sin(ψ)) + v(cos(φ)cos(ψ) + sin(φ)sin(θ)sin(ψ)) + w(−sin(φ)cos(ψ) + cos(φ)sin(θ)sin(ψ))

usin(θ)− vsin(φ)cos(θ)− wcos(φ)cos(θ)


(2.25)

In equation 2.25, pN and pE represent North and East position on Earth and h repre-

sents the sea level altitude.

Finally, the following relations give the airspeed, angle of attack, and angle of sideslip

in terms of body velocities and also the flight path angle γ.
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V∞ =
√
u2 + v2 + w2

α = tan−1(w/u)

β = sin−1(v/V∞)

γ = θ − α


(2.26)

The flight dynamics model of the air-taxi is derived in this Chapter. The following

table summarizes the general parameters of the air-taxi related the flight dynamics

model.

Table 2.7: General parameters of the air-taxi

Parameter Symbol Value Unit

Maximum take-off mass m 500 kg

Inertia matrix J = diag(Ix, Iy, Iz) diag(353,732,1017) kgm2

Wing-span bref 6.6 m

Mean aerodynamic chord c̄ 0.45 m

Wing reference area S 2.7 m2

Fuselage Length lfus 4 m

Fuselage Mean Height hfus 2 m

EDF Thrust coefficient CT 1.2032e-04 Ns2

EDF Torque coefficient CQ 0.04 m

Total number of EDF - 26 -

Thrust to MTOW ratio T/WMTOW 1.59 -

Operation altitude - 0-1000 m

Maximum speed - ≈ 100 m/s

Cruise speed - ≈ 80 m/s
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CHAPTER 3

UNIFIED FLIGHT CONTROLLER: DESIGN, VERIFICATION AND

DISCUSSION

The study aims to design a unified flight controller for the novel eVTOL air-taxi

considering the full flight envelope mainly listed as: vertical take-off and landing,

low-speed flight around hover, the transition between hover and high speed forward

flight/cruise, forward flight with climb/descent and turns. Throughout the thesis, the

term "unified flight controller" refers to the controller that is valid for the entire flight

envelope. In this chapter, the unified flight controller is designed and verified via

nonlinear simulations for several test scenarios, including robustness to modeling er-

rors and disturbance rejection characteristics. Before going into the controller design,

challenges/problems of the unified flight controller design and proposed design solu-

tions and contributions are explained briefly.

3.1 Challenges of the Unified Controller Design and Main Contributions

As mentioned in Section 1.2, the studied aircraft is classified as a long-range DEP eV-

TOL air-taxi with a fixed wing, and it has a unique configuration compared to other

long range DEP eVTOL concepts studied in the literature. The main difference com-

pared to the other studies is that the air-taxi does not have any conventional control

and stability surfaces (e.g., aileron, rudder, elevator, horizontal and vertical tail), and

pure thrust vector control is used to achieve full envelope flight control. This design

choice comes with several advantages considering the range/endurance and weight

constraints of the eVTOL air-taxi concept in general. First, aircraft is aerodynami-

cally more efficient at high speed forward flight since horizontal/vertical tail do not
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cause additional drag. A detailed study about the contribution of tail surfaces’ drag

contribution are not conducted in this thesis. However, it can be stated that no-tail de-

sign improves the aerodynamic efficiency especially in high speed cruise flight. An-

other advantage is the weight and space savings. Considering the weight constraints

of eVTOL air-taxis due to the heavy battery systems, avoiding any additional weight

is quite advantageous. Regarding the space savings, 18 EDFs are distributed over the

trailing edge of the wing surfaces. Therefore, placement of the ailerons requires addi-

tional space. To sum up, not having traditional control and stability surfaces improve

aerodynamic efficiency, provide weight and space savings and gives design flexibility

in general. On the other hand, flight control becomes more complex since benefits

gained from control and stability surfaces do not exist. Details of the flight control

related challenges are discussed in the next paragraph in conjunction with the flight

dynamics modeling.

The studied air-taxi configuration is unique. Therefore, aircraft data is not available in

the literature to build the flight dynamics model for the entire flight envelope. Build-

ing a complete and high-fidelity flight dynamics model for the studied air-taxi is quite

complex and requires significant modeling effort. Therefore, a preliminary flight dy-

namics model is generated in Chapter 2 via estimating the main effects at hover and

forward flight and blending the hover and forward flight models to model the transi-

tion dynamics. The preliminary flight dynamics model has significant nonlinearities,

especially during the transition, although the model is build based on assumptions

that simplify the modeling effort (e.g., aero-propulsion couplings in transition and

ground effect at hover are not modeled, see Chapter 2). Another challenge regarding

the unified controller design is the open-loop directional unstability at forward flight

due to the tailless design. This is an expected result since the aircraft does not have

any vertical stabilizing surface. Detailed discussion is given in Section 2.1.1.2. Apart

from the problems due to nonlinearities and open-loop unstability, another challeng-

ing point for the unified controller design is related to the over-actuated system and

highly coupled pure thrust vector control concept. Full envelope flight control is

achieved via adjusting the thrust vector of several EDFs (18 on the wings and 9 on

the canards). The aim is to control the aircraft in 6 axis/channels (i.e., 3 transla-

tional axes and 3 rotational axis). Therefore, the system is highly over-actuated since
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the number of control effectors/actuators is higher than the number of control ax-

is/channels. Moreover, it is hard to decouple the control axis and actuators due to the

pure thrust vector control concept. The aircraft does not have any traditional con-

trol surfaces that are already decoupled (e.g., aileron to roll axis, elevator to pitch

axis, rudder to yaw axis). Due to over-actuation and highly coupled pure thrust

vector control, Control Allocation (CA) problem becomes complicated, especially in

case of limited control authority (i.e., the actuator saturation). The commanded and

physically achieved actuator states differentiate from each other in case of actuator

saturation. Then, the aircraft could not track the commands in all channels while

satisfying the stable flight. Actuator saturation may cause catastrophic results if the

limited control authority is not allocated to critical channels such as the rotational

axis. A common approach is prioritizing the rotational axis over the translational

axis in case of actuator saturation. To apply this approach in a simple manner, the

control axis and control effectors should be linked to each other via decoupling. For

conventional aircraft, decoupled control surfaces simplify resolving problems due to

the actuator saturation [47]. On the other hand, for the studied aircraft, mitigating

the actuator saturation-related problems is complicated due to the highly coupled

pure thrust vector control.

CHALLENGES: To sum up, challenges for the unified controller design are listed

as follows:

• Significant nonlinearities in the flight dynamics model especially for the transition

dynamics.

• Open loop directional unstability at forward flight/cruise due to tailless design.

• Over-actuated system with highly coupled pure thrust vector control concept. There

is no conventional control surfaces such as aileron, rudder, elevator that are inher-

ently decoupled. Therefore, Control Allocation (CA) problem becomes complicated

in case of limited control authority (i.e., the actuator saturation).

To observe the severity of nonlinearities, first a linear and model-based controller

is designed for the cruise condition via common Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR)

approach. To design the LQR cruise controller, firstly the flight dynamics model
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is trimmed and linearized at cruise design condition. The aim for the LQR design

was analyzing the validity range of the linear controller away from the design/trim

condition via nonlinear simulations. It is observed that, LQR controller is ineffec-

tive away from the cruise trim condition, and a gain-scheduling is necessary to de-

sign a unified flight controller via model-based LQR approach (see Section 3.2.3.6).

Gain-scheduled LQR controller is a classical and proven method for the conventional

aircraft, but design effort might increase significantly if several design/trim points

are required to have a unified flight controller that works for the full flight envelope

[76]. Considering the wide flight envelope of the air-taxi, the gain-scheduled LQR ap-

proach requires considerable design effort and highly dependent on the aircraft model

which is hard/costly to generate accurately. Dynamic inversion based nonlinear con-

troller approaches avoid gain-scheduling and simplifies the controller design [36].

On the other hand, classical nonlinear dynamic inversion (NDI) based controllers are

highly dependent on the aircraft model [80].

In this thesis, an emerging and promising dynamic inversion based control method

called Incremental Nonlinear Dynamic Inversion (INDI) is used to resolve the flight

control challenges described above. INDI approach use sensor data instead of the

aircraft model to perform the dynamic inversion, and mainly depends on the time-

scale separation principle explained in Section 3.3.2.2 [80, 74]. Therefore, modeling

dependency reduce significantly compared to the classical NDI approach [80, 74].

Detailed introduction and literature review about the INDI approach will be given in

Section 3.3.1. To minimize the modeling dependency of the controller and reduce the

controller design effort, the sensor-based nonlinear control method INDI is applied

to the problem. INDI controller is formulated considering the coupling problems of

thrust vector control concept and designed to build a unified controller framework

valid for the entire flight envelope. To verify the design for the full flight envelope,

the unified controller is tested via nonlinear simulations considering several flight

conditions including the robustness to model parameters and disturbance rejection

characteristics (see Section 3.3.3).

CONTRIBUTION 1: To conclude, one of the contribution of the thesis is design

and verification of the INDI based unified flight controller for the novel eVTOL

air-taxi that is not studied before to the best of author’s knowledge.
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As mentioned previously, over-actuation and highly coupled pure thrust vector control

are other challenging points for the unified controller design. For over-actuated sys-

tems, it is common to use "Control Allocation (CA)" methods to allocate the control

authority considering specific objectives [47]. The INDI controller aims to generate

the desired translational and rotational accelerations (or forces and moments respec-

tively) on the aircraft level. Therefore, the INDI controller can be seen as a high-level

(i.e., the aircraft level) motion controller. Then, the CA generates the physical level

actuator commands to achieve the desired acceleration commands generated by the

INDI. This design approach gives flexibility for the over-actuated/redundant control

systems [47]. However, the role of CA becomes critical in case of the limited con-

trol authority (i.e., the actuator saturation). The CA algorithm needs to allocate the

limited control authority properly to guarantee stable flight. In case of actuator satu-

ration, the commanded and physically achieved actuator states differentiates. Then,

the rotational and translational commands generated by the high level motion con-

troller (i.e., the INDI controller) can not tracked well. Therefore, actuator saturation

might cause catastrophic stability problems. As a common approach, CA prioritizes

rotational axis over the translational axis to track the rotational acceleration com-

mands accurately in case of actuator saturation [77, 56]. If the control channels/axis

and control effectors/actuators can be decoupled, then relating each other becomes

straightforward and CA can be designed easily to resolve the actuator saturation re-

lated problems. For conventional aircraft configurations, control effectors and control

axis are inherently decoupled (i.e, aileron to roll axis, elevator to pitch axis, rudder

to yaw axis) [47], and the control problem is not over-actuated in general. Therefore,

relating the control axis and physical actuator commands is straightforward. By this

way, classical saturation mitigation approaches (e.g., anti-wind up schemes) can be

applied as an extension to the controller to resolve problems due to the actuator satu-

ration. However, for the studied air-taxi, conventional control surfaces does not exist

and pure thrust vector control is used to achieve full envelope flight control. Cou-

plings of pure thrust vector control complicates the CA design which has a vital role

of guaranteeing stable flight in case of limited control authority.

Considering these challenges, an effective CA algorithm is designed to properly al-

locate the control authority and guarantee stable flight in case of actuator saturation.
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Simulation results show that, the role of the CA algorithm becomes critical for spe-

cific flight conditions that results in limited control authority (see Sections 3.3.3.3 and

3.3.3.6).

CONTRIBUTION 2: To conclude, another contribution of the thesis is resolving

the actuator saturation related problems via proper CA design considering the chal-

lenges due to highly coupled pure thrust vector control approach.

Challenges regarding the unified flight controller design and the main contributions

of the study are given in this section. As mentioned previously, before going into

the nonlinear and sensor-based unified controller design via INDI approach, a cruise

controller is designed using the classical linear and model-based control approach

"Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR)" in the next section.

3.2 LQR Controller Design

In this section, a linear controller is designed at cruise trim condition via the common

LQR approach. The LQR controller is tested via nonlinear simulations to analyze

the severity of nonlinearities in the flight dynamics model. Results show that the LQR

controller is valid in the proximity of cruise condition, but gain-scheduling is required

to design a unified LQR-based controller that works for the entire flight envelope.

LQR controller is designed to track attitude (φ, θ, ψ) and body velocity (u, v, w) com-

mands. Instead of body velocities, an outer loop can be designed to track air velocity

and flight path angle. However, for the purpose of this thesis, an outer loop is not con-

sidered necessary. The critical point for the LQR design is the selection/tuning of the

state and input weight matrices. To reduce the design effort, the control input size is

reduced as a first step of the design. Then, cruise trim condition is found considering

the reduced control input definitions and 6-DOF EOM given in Section 2.4. A two-

step optimization approach is used to find the desired cruise trim condition. Once

the trim point is found, the EOM is linearized at the cruise trim condition, and the

linearized state space form is obtained. Then, the LQR controller is designed using

the linearized state space equations. To minimize the tuning effort, the state and input

weight matrices are non-dimensionalized, considering the maximum desired devia-
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tion from the trim condition. The LQR is tested via nonlinear simulations, and basic

maneuvers such as climb/descent and coordinated turns are performed.

LQR controller works satisfactorily at the cruise condition. However, if the aircraft

states are away from the trim condition, the LQR controller cause instability. It is

concluded that to design an LQR-based unified controller that works for the entire

flight envelope, classical gain-scheduled design approach is required as expected.

Gain-scheduling effort depends on the severity of nonlinearities in the flight dynam-

ics model. In Chapter 2, the flight dynamics model is generated focusing on the main

effects, and some of the nonlinearities are not modeled (e.g., aero-propulsion cou-

plings in transition, the ground effect at hover, etc.). Therefore, for a high fidelity

model, the gain-scheduling effort might increase significantly considering the addi-

tional nonlinearities emerging in the flight dynamics model. To resolve the problems

due to nonlinearities and model dependency, a nonlinear and sensor-based flight con-

troller is designed via the INDI approach after the LQR controller design (see Section

3.3).

3.2.1 Reduced Size Control Input Definitions

As described in Section 2.2.2, air-taxi has 26 EDFs distributed over the wing and

front sections. There are two control inputs which are the rpm/thrust and tilt angle

for each EDF. Therefore, the number of total control inputs for the system is 52.

To simplify the controller design, EDFs are combined into 10 EDF sets, and the

same rpm and tilt angles are applied to the EDFs on the same set. Definition of

EDF sets and their visualization are given in Table 2.4 and Figure 2.8, respectively.

With this simplification, the control input size is reduced to 20 (i.e., 10 set with 2

control inputs). To further reduce the control input size, tilt angles are also defined

the same for the EDF sets on the wing-left, wing-right, front-left, and front-right

sections. Therefore, there are 4 tilt angle inputs and 10 rpm inputs that reduce the

control input size to 14. The control inputs used for the LQR controller design are

visualized in Figure 3.1.

The reduced size control input vector is given in Equation (3.1) and the name of each

input is defined in Table 2.4 with a difference that δfl, δfr, δwl, δwr represent the
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Figure 3.1: Reduced size control inputs for the LQR cruise controller design, top

view.

front-left, front-right, wing-left, and wing-right EDF set tilt/deflection angle, respec-

tively (see Figure 3.1).

U = [δfl rpmflt rpmflr δfr rpmfrt rpmfrr δwl rpmwlt rpmwlm rpmwlr δwr

rpmwrt rpmwrm rpmwrr]
T

(3.1)

Once the control input vector is defined, the aircraft is trimmed & linearized at the

design point as a first step of the LQR cruise controller design. The following section

gives details of the trim algorithm and linear state space model generation.

3.2.2 Trim & Linearization

Finding trim points for aircraft is an optimization problem in general. For a unique

aircraft concept, the optimization problem might be hard to solve since a prior knowl-

edge about the aircraft dynamics simplifies the trim point search (e.g., via defining

initial/starting points properly). The studied eVTOL aircraft has several control in-
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puts and does not have conventional control surfaces. Therefore, finding desired trim

points is more complicated compared to conventional aircraft, as expected.

Flight dynamics model is generated in MATLAB/Simulink environment based on

the 6-DOF EOM defined in Section 2.4. Simulink has built-in trim functions (e.g.,

"findop" function) that can be used to simply find the desired trim conditions. How-

ever, it is observed that Simulink’s trim algorithm may not find a feasible solution

for a broad range trim point search (i.e., a wide range of flight envelope) if a good

starting point is not defined. For this reason, a simplified trim algorithm is build to

find a good starting guess, and then Simulink’s built-in trim algorithms are used to

find the feasible trim points.

Once the starting points are found, the main trim function is applied using the Simulink’s

built-in "findop" function, which zeroizes the time derivatives of states given through

Equations (2.22) - (2.25) while satisfying the input, state, and output constraints de-

fined by the user. The "Gradient-Descent" method is used in the trim optimization

algorithm. Initial points are defined based on the "Simplified Trim Algorithm" given

in the next section. It is noted that trim points can be found easily for hover. How-

ever, the definition of initial points becomes critical to find a feasible solution for the

forward flight conditions.

3.2.2.1 Simplified Trim Algorithm

The simplified trim algorithm solves the following constrained quadratic optimization

problem via MATLAB’s "fmincon" function. The aim is to minimize the total forces

and moments acting on the aircraft cg. Lower and upper bounds are defined to have a

feasible solution. The result of the simplified trim algorithm is used as an initial point

for the "Main Trim Algorithm" given in the next section. The simplified algorithm is

generated only for the forward flight since finding the trim points is straightforward

for the hover flight.
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minimize
U

J(U) = (F b)T (F b) + (M b)T (M b)

subject to Ulb < U < Uub

F b = F b
aero,forward + F b

grav +
10∑
i=1

F b
edf,i

M b = M b
aero,forward +

10∑
i=1

M b
edf,i

with initial conditions U0



(3.2)

Net aerodynamic forces & moments at forward flight (F b
aero,forward & M b

aero,forward)

are defined in Equations (2.6) and (2.7). As mentioned previously, simplified trim

algorithm is generated for the cruise flight so that the aerodynamic model of only

forward flight is used in the optimization. Net propulsion forces & moments (F b
edf,i &

M b
edf,i) are found for each EDF set based on Equations (2.18), (2.19), and Table 2.4.

Since the aim of the simplified trim algorithm is only finding initial points for the

main trim algorithm, some simplifications are performed. 10 set of EDFs are divided

into 2 parts which are front and wing EDF sets, so that the rpm and tilt angles of EDF

sets for i = 1 : 4 (front EDF sets) and for i = 5 : 10 (wing EDF sets) are equal (see

Figure 3.1). By this way, only 4 control inputs (i.e., the wing rpm and tilt angles and

the canard rpm and tilt angles) are used in the simplified trim algorithm.

Constraints on the control inputs (Ulb and Uub) depends on the actuator dynamics

given in Table 2.5, and also the flight condition considered for the trim. For example,

in cruise flight it is aimed to have trim tilt angles close to zero since large tilt angles

will cause additional drag force.

To conclude, according to Equations 2.22 and 2.23, if the cost function J in Equation

3.2 is minimized then the derivatives of body angular rates (p, q, r) and velocities

(u, v, w) will approach to zero, and the trim condition will be found. In the next

Section the "Main Trim Algorithm" is described in details.
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3.2.2.2 Main Trim Algorithm

The overall trim point is found via "findop" function of MATLAB/Simulink, which

uses the nonlinear flight dynamics model generated based on the 6-DOF EOM defined

in Section 2.4. The "Gradient Descent" method is used in the optimization algorithm,

and the solution of the simplified trim algorithm described in the previous section is

used as an initial guess. Trim state and input vectors are defined as follows.

xtrim = [φ θ ψ p q r u v w]T

Utrim = [δfl rpmflt rpmflr δfr rpmfrt rpmfrr δwl rpmwlt rpmwlm rpmwlr

δwr rpmwrt rpmwrm rpmwrr]
T

Ulb < Utrim < Uub
(3.3)

To trim the aircraft at specific flight conditions, some of the states are set as "fixed"

and others are set "free" in the configuration settings of the "findop" function.

Once the overall trim point is found, then the nonlinear 6-DOF EOM given through

Equations (2.22) - (2.25) are linearized at the trim/equilibrium points.

3.2.2.3 Linearization

As described previously, it is desired to track attitude(φ, θ, ψ) and velocity commands(u, v, w)

in LQR controller. Then, the linear state-space representation is defined as follows

with A,B,C being the state, input and output matrices, respectively.
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∆ẋ = A∆x+B∆U, y = C∆x+D∆U

∆x = x− xtrim, ∆U = U − Utrim

x = [φ θ ψ p q r u v w]T

U = [δfl rpmflt rpmflr δfr rpmfrt rpmfrr δwl rpmwlt rpmwlm rpmwlr

δwr rpmwrt rpmwrm rpmwrr]
T

(3.4)

Once trim points are found via the "Main Trim Algorithm", MATLAB’s "linearize"

command is used to generate the linear state space matrices described above.

3.2.3 Design of the LQR Cruise Controller

In this section LQR controller is designed for the cruise condition. The controller can

track attitude and velocity commands. Verification tests are performed via nonlinear

simulations, including basic maneuvers such as climb/descent and coordinated turns

at cruise flight. Moreover, the validity of the linear controller away from the design

condition is analyzed using the nonlinear simulation model. In the following sections,

first cruise trim point is found, and linear state space form is obtained at the trim

condition. Then, the LQR controller is designed, and nonlinear simulation results are

analyzed considering the feasibility of the linear controller design for the full flight

envelope.

3.2.3.1 Trim Point Search

Cruise trim point is found using the trim algorithm described in Section 3.2.2. In

cruise flight, it is desired to fly at an angle of attack which is high but not close to

the stall region. Therefore, the angle of attack value is fixed first, and the airspeed is

changed in between the cruise speed range until a solution is found. If a solution does

not exist for the specific angle of attack, then the angle of attack value is decreased,

and the same procedure is applied iteratively. The trim algorithm starts trim point

search at 8 degrees angle of attack and stops at 2 degrees with 1 degree decrements.
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It is also beneficial to fly at small tilt angles since EDFs cause additional drag at high

tilt angles (see Figure 3.10). For this reason, tilt angles of the front and wing EDFs are

constrained by 30 and 20 degrees, respectively. Then, lower/upper bounds (Ulb, Uub)

and initial values (U0) of the control input vector (see Equation 3.1) are chosen as

follows considering also the actuator limits given in Table 2.5.

Ulb = [−pi/6 2000 2000 − pi/6 2000 2000 0 2000 2000 2000

0 2000 2000 2000]T

Uub = [pi/6 15000 15000 pi/6 15000 15000 pi/9 15000 15000 15000

pi/9 15000 15000 15000]T

U0 = [0.4616 8719 8719 0.4616 8719 8719 0.0816 3714 3714 3714

0.0816 3714 3714 3714]T

(3.5)

As explained earlier, the aircraft has a unique configuration so that it is hard to find

a good starting point for the trim point search. To solve this problem, "Simplified

Trim Algorithm" described in Section 3.2.2.1 finds the first guess for the trim point

search and this initial point is fed into the "Main Trim Algorithm" (Section 3.2.2.2).

Following equation gives results of the "Main Trim Algorithm" for cruise considering

the desired trim conditions on aircraft states and control inputs described above.

Utrim = [0.5153 8214 8214 0.5153 8214 8214 0.0780 4238 4238 4238

0.0780 4238 4238 4238]T

xtrim = [φ θ ψ u v w p q r]T = [0 0.0698 0 77.8 0 5.44 0 0 0]T

V∞trim
= 78, αtrim = 0.0698 = 4 deg, βtrim = 0,

J = 0.0278

(3.6)

It is seen that, the aircraft can be trimmed at 4 deg angle of attack and 78 m/s cruise

airspeed at sea level altitude satisfying the constraints on the control inputs. In the
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next section, nonlinear flight dynamics model is linearized at the cruise trim condi-

tion.

3.2.3.2 Linearized Model

As mentioned in previous sections, the nonlinear flight dynamics model is built on

MATLAB/Simulink based on the 6-DOF EOM given in Section 2.4. The nonlinear

model is linearized at the cruise trim condition given in Equation (3.6). Then, the

state space matrices are found as follows considering the state space representation

given in Equation (3.4).

A =



0 0 0 1 0 0.070

0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 1.002

0 0 0 −4.427 0 0.473

0 0 0 0 −2.613 0

0 0 0 −0.220 0 −0.035

0 −9.786 0 0 −5.354 0

9.786 0 0 5.429 0 −77.810

0 −0.684 0 0 76.560 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0.030 0

−0.003 0 −0.318

0 −0.336 0

−0.045 0 0.192

0 −0.111 0

−0.053 0 −2.593
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B =



0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0.6825 0.0001 0 −0.6825 −0.0001 0 1.2330

0.8888 0.0001 0.0001 0.8888 0.0001 0.0001 −0.2469

−0.1503 0 0 0.1503 0 0 −0.0419

−0.3510 0.0001 0.0001 −0.3510 0.0001 0.0001 −0.0332

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

−0.6197 0 0 −0.6197 0 0 −0.4254

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 −1.2330 0 0 0

0 0 0 −0.2469 0 0 0

0.0001 0.0001 0 0.0419 −0.0001 −0.0001 0

0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 −0.0332 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 −0.4254 0 0 0



C = diag([1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1]), D = zeros(9, 14) (3.7)

3.2.3.3 Analyzing the Open Loop Dynamics

It is preferable to investigate the open loop dynamics to observe the stability char-

acteristics of the open loop system. For this purpose, eigenvalues of the A matrix

are calculated via MATLAB as follows. Controllability and observability are also

checked before moving into the LQR controller design.
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Figure 3.2: Eigenvalues of the open loop system linearized at cruise trim condition.

According to the eigenvalues, open loop dynamics is unstable and stable eigenvalues

have very low damping values. It is noted that the aircraft does not have a vertical

tail, so that the directional stability condition can not satisfied in design (Cn,β<0,

see Figure 2.1). For conventional fixed-wing aircraft, cruise trim condition generally

results in stable open loop dynamics, and controller is designed to improve stability

characteristics/robustness and steady-state response. For our case, the control prob-

lem is more challenging due to the directional unstability. Detailed discussion about

the directional unstability is given in Section 2.1.1.2.

Before moving into the LQR controller design, it must be checked whether the system

is controllable or not. The controllability matrix has a rank of 9, which equals to the

rank of A matrix. Therefore, the system does not have any uncontrollable states.

3.2.3.4 LQR Controller Design

LQR is an optimal control approach that has been used widely for the aircraft flight

control [86, 58, 93, 34, 59, 37]. It is a classical linear control approach that uses the

linearized aircraft model in the design. Therefore, it can be referred as a model-based

linear control approach. It is noted that, the INDI approach used in this thesis is a

nonlinear and sensor-based control method, and it has quite different characteristics

compared to the classical LQR approach. Details of the INDI method will be given

in section 3.3.1 after analyzing the LQR cruise controller’s performance.
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In classical LQR control, an optimal time-invariant gain matrix is found to regulate

the system around the design point [17]. However, our aim is to track attitude and ve-

locity commands while also rejecting disturbances that make the system away from

the trim condition. For optimal tracking purposes, LQR can be extended, and an

optimal gain matrix is found as a function of the desired trajectory [19, 54]. How-

ever, in practical applications, it is hard to use an optimal gain matrix that changes

dynamically based on the desired trajectory. At this point, it is stated that an offline

calculated optimal gain matrix can be used for tracking purposes if desired commands

are slowly changing [19]. Since the offline calculated optimal gain matrix is used for

the tracking problem, the controller becomes sub-optimal. However, this approach

works pretty well if desired commands are generated via a command filter that avoids

sudden changes/discontinuities in the commands [19, 88].

To find the sub-optimal LQR gain (K matrix) for tracking purposes, the cost function

given in Equation (3.8) is minimized. LQR gain can be found offline via solving the

Algebraic Riccati Equation (ARE). MATLAB’s "lqr" command is used to find the K

matrix. Since our aim is to track altitude and velocity commands, the control law

includes the error between the actual aircraft state (x) and desired aircraft state/tra-

jectory (xd). Critical part is generating desired trajectory (xd) properly considering

the physics of the problem such that the sub-optimal controller works properly for

tracking purpose.

J =

∫ ∞
0

(∆x)TQ∆x+ (∆U)TR∆Udt (3.8)

U = ∆U + Utrim = −K(x− xd) + U0 (3.9)

In LQR controller design, the challenging part is selection/tuning of the state and

input weight matrices (Q and R). The tuning process might be tedious when the

control input and/or state vector size is large. Considering this point, control input

size is reduced to 14 in Section 3.2.1. Another approach to simplify the tuning process

is using normalized weights that non-dimensionalize the cost function.

For the normalization, maximum desired/allowable values are defined for each state
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and control input. Table 3.1 gives the normalization factor for the cruise case.

Table 3.1: Normalization factors used for the tuning of Q and R Matrices.

Maximum Desired

Deviation from Trim

(for the States)

Value Maximum Desired

Deviation from Trim

(for the Control Inputs)

Value

φmax 15 π/180 rad δflmax
,δfrmax

π rad

θmax 5 π/180 rad δwlmax ,δwrmax π/2 rad

ψmax 30 π/180 rad rpmfltmax ,rpmflrmax 13000 rpm

pmax 30 π/180 rad rpmfrtmax
,rpmfrrmax

13000 rpm

qmax 10 π/180 rad rpmwltmax
,rpmwlmmax

,rpmwlrmax
13000 rpm

rmax 60 π/180 rad rpmwrtmax ,rpmwrmmax ,rpmwrrmax 13000 rpm

umax 5 m/s

vmax 2 m/s

wmax 2 m/s

In Table 3.1, the values defined for states and control inputs represent the maximum

allowable deviations from the cruise trim condition (given in Equation 3.6) consider-

ing also the actuator limits given in Table 2.5. Using the normalization factors given

in Table 3.1, Q and R matrices are defined as follows.

Q =WQ/R diag( [Qφ/φ
2
max, Qθ/θ

2
max, Qψ/ψ

2
max, Qp/p

2
max, Qq/q

2
max, Qr/r

2
max,

Qu/u
2
max, Qv/v

2
max, Qw/w

2
max ])

R = diag( [Rδfl
/δ2flmax

, Rrpmflt
/rpm2

fltmax
, Rrpmflr

/rpm2
flrmax

,

Rδfr
/δ2frmax

, Rrpmfrt
/rpm2

frtmax
, Rrpmfrr

/rpm2
frrmax

,

Rδwl
/δ2wlmax

, Rrpmwlt
/rpm2

wltmax
, Rrpmwlm

/rpm2
wlmmax

, Rrpmwlr
/rpm2

wlrmax
,

Rδwr
/δ2wrmax

, Rrpmwrt
/rpm2

wrtmax
, Rrpmwrm

/rpm2
wrmmax

, Rrpmwrr
/rpm2

wrrmax
])

(3.10)

Normalization factors simplify the tuning of Q and R matrices considerably. First,

all elements of Q and R matrices are taken as 1. Then, the main weight WQ/R that

represents the weight of states over control is adjusted. Finally, R matrix is tuned via

nonlinear simulations to achieve control inputs that do not violate actuator dynam-

ics. As can be seen in Equation (3.11), to give more priority to rpm control, related

weights are lowered to 0.15, and weights of wing tilt angles are increased to 5 to
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give less priority to tilting of wing EDFs. Based on the nonlinear simulations, it is

seen that there is no need to tune state matrix Q thanks to the normalization factors.

Only the weight of pitch response Qθ is increased to 3, and all the other weights of Q

matrix are not tuned and left as 1.

Q = 0.1 diag( [1/φ2
max, 3/θ2

max, 1/ψ2
max, 1/p2

max, 1/q2
max, 1/r2

max,

1/u2
max, 1/v2

max, 1/w2
max ])

R = diag( [1/δ2
flmax

, 0.15/rpm2
fltmax

, 0.15/rpm2
flrmax

,

1/δ2
frmax

, 0.15/rpm2
frtmax

, 0.15/rpm2
frrmax

,

5/δ2
wlmax

, 0.15/rpm2
wltmax

, 0.15/rpm2
wlmmax

, 0.15/rpm2
wlrmax

,

5/δ2
wrmax , 0.15/rpm2

wrtmax , 0.15/rpm2
wrmmax , 0.15/rpm2

wrrmax ])

(3.11)

Once the Q and R matrices are tuned, the LQR gain matrix K is found as follows

using MATLAB’s "lqr" command. Note that the overall LQR control law for tracking

purposes is given in Equation 3.9.
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K =



2.27 10.46 1.00 0.77 3.25

15686.37 82668.35 9360.23 4728.91 27539.76

8224.29 82668.35 4737.41 2521.32 27539.76

−2.27 10.46 −1.00 −0.77 3.25

−15686.37 82668.35 −9360.23 −4728.91 27539.76

−8224.29 82668.35 −4737.41 −2521.32 27539.76

0.12 −0.07 0.06 0.04 −0.03

−11980.37 −7508.73 −1384.20 −5034.02 −1839.17

−7926.26 −7508.73 −779.40 −3364.18 −1839.17

−3872.15 −7508.73 −174.60 −1694.34 −1839.17

−0.12 −0.07 −0.06 −0.04 −0.03

11980.37 −7508.73 1384.20 5034.02 −1839.17

7926.26 −7508.73 779.40 3364.18 −1839.17

3872.15 −7508.73 174.60 1694.34 −1839.17

−1.08 −0.07 0.11 0.02

18670.24 485.27 −1665.29 271.33

7994.42 485.27 −706.38 271.33

1.08 −0.07 −0.11 0.02

−18670.24 485.27 1665.29 271.33

−7994.42 485.27 706.38 271.33

−0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00

46544.64 639.89 −4377.98 22.29

32232.74 639.89 −3030.17 22.29

17920.83 639.89 −1682.35 22.29

0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00

−46544.64 639.89 4377.98 22.29

−32232.74 639.89 3030.17 22.29

−17920.83 639.89 1682.35 22.29



3.2.3.5 Analyzing the Closed Loop Dynamics

To analyze the closed loop dynamics, eigenvalues of the closed loop system (i.e.,

A−BK) are given in Figure 3.3.

As shown in Figure 3.2, open loop dynamics were unstable and also stable poles had

low damping characteristics. Whereas, closed loop system poles given in Figure 3.3

are all stable and have much better transient response characteristics.
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Figure 3.3: Eigenvalues of the closed loop system for cruise condition.

To conclude, the linear analysis (i.e., the closed loop eigenvalues) shows that the

LQR controller should have satisfactory transient response in cruise flight. In the

next section, the performance of the LQR controller is tested via nonlinear simula-

tions considering the basic maneuvers at cruise and the validity range of the linear

controller.

3.2.3.6 Nonlinear Simulation Results

To check the performance of the LQR cruise controller, nonlinear simulation tests are

performed. The tracking performance of the controller is analyzed at cruise condi-

tion for basic maneuvers such as climb, descent, and turns. In addition, the cruise

controller is tested away from the cruise condition to observe the linear controller’s

validity range. It is noted that command generators are used to satisfy the LQR track-

ing controller’s requirements explained in Section 3.2.3.4.

First, climb and descent maneuvers are tested at cruise commanding flight path angle

(FPA) indirectly via applying pitch angle commands (θcmd). As given in Equation

3.6, the trim angle of attack and pitch angle was found as 4 degrees at 78 m/s cruise

airspeed. To perform climb and descent maneuvers at cruise, ± 5 degree pitch angle

commands are applied. At steady state, angle of attack transients disappear and 5

degree flight path angles are achieved as shown in 3.4. Control inputs are also given

in Figure 3.5. As expected, rpm values increase and decrease to climb and descend,

respectively. Moreover, minor adjustments are observed in tilt angles. Changes in
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wing tilt angles are very small compared to the canards since the input weight matrix

R is adjusted accordingly in the controller design (see Equation 3.11).

Figure 3.4: Tracking performance of the LQR cruise controller for climb and descent

maneuvers at cruise, state response.

Figure 3.5: Tracking performance of the LQR cruise controller for climb and descent

maneuvers at cruise, control inputs.

Coordinated turn maneuver at cruise conditions is also tested by commanding roll
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angle and the corresponding yaw angle rate given as follows [86].

ψ̇cmd = tan(φ) g cos(θ)/V∞ (3.12)

Aircraft states and control inputs during the coordinated turn are given in Figures 3.6

and 3.7, respectively. Positive and negative 30 degree roll angle commands are ap-

plied at cruise condition. Aircraft tracks the roll angle and corresponding yaw rate

commands as desired. Altitude loss is observed during the turn maneuvers. This is an

expected result and can be improved by designing an outer loop controller that com-

mands flight path angle accordingly. The aim of designing the linear LQR controller

is to analyze the overall behavior of the aircraft. Therefore, outer loop controller is

not designed for the LQR cruise controller. Regarding the control inputs during the

turns, asymmetric control inputs are observed between the left and right side of the

aircraft as expected (Figure 3.7).

Figure 3.6: Tracking performance of the LQR cruise controller for coordinated turn

maneuvers at cruise, state response.
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Figure 3.7: Tracking performance of the LQR cruise controller for coordinated turn

maneuvers at cruise, control inputs.

To sum up, the LQR cruise controller’s performance is satisfactory considering the

climb/descent and coordinated turn maneuvers at cruise condition.

As mentioned previously, it is desired to analyze the LQR cruise controller’s validity

away from the design condition. The aim of this analyze is to investigate the de-

sign effort of a unified flight controller via LQR-based linear control approach for

the wide flight envelope of the air-taxi. LQR controller is designed at cruise condi-

tion (airspeed of 78 m/s) and it is expected to work properly near the trim condition.

As illustrated in Section 2.1.1.2, there exist nonlinearities in the aerodynamic coeffi-

cients with respect to the airspeed for the forward flight model. Therefore, the LQR

cruise controller is tested at high speed conditions to check the validity of the LQR

cruise controller. To check the dependency of the controller with respect to the air-

speed only, any other commands are not applied. Results given in Figures 3.8 and 3.9

show that when the airspeed is above 96 m/s, closed loop system shows unstable be-

havior and oscillations are observed both on the states and the actuator commands.

To achieve satisfactory response at high speeds, it is required to redesign the LQR

controller at high speed trim point. Considering also the transition between hover to

cruise and visa-versa, it is required to design LQR controller at numerous trim points
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since nonlinearities in transition region are significant. Therefore, to cover the entire

flight envelope, gain-scheduled design is inevitable for the studied air-taxi. It is also

noted that, the flight dynamics model of the novel air-taxi generated in this thesis is a

preliminary model, and some of the nonlinearities are not modeled due to high com-

plexity (e.g., aero-propulsion couplings, ground effect, etc.). Therefore, considering a

high fidelity flight dynamics model, it is expected that the gain-scheduling parameters

would not be only for the airspeed, and additional scheduling will be required due to

the severe nonlinearities especially in the transition regimes. Therefore, design of a

unified flight controller via linear model-based approaches would require much more

effort and performance may not be satisfactory due to the severity of nonlinearities.

Figure 3.8: LQR cruise controller performance away from the cruise design/trim con-

dition (18 m/s away from the cruise trim airspeed), state response.

3.2.4 Conclusion for the LQR based Unified Controller Design

To conclude, the LQR based cruise controller works as expected near the cruise de-

sign condition. However, considering the wide flight envelope of the aircraft, gain

scheduling is required to design a unified controller that works for the entire flight en-

velope. Considering the severe nonlinearities of the flight dynamics model explained

in Section 3.1, significant design effort is needed for the classical gain scheduled LQR

design. Therefore, a nonlinear and less model dependent control approach is consid-
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Figure 3.9: LQR cruise controller performance away from the cruise design/trim con-

dition (18 m/s away from the cruise trim airspeed), control inputs.

ered to be more advantageous compared to the linear and model-based approaches

regarding the unified controller design.

A nonlinear and sensor-based controller based on the emerging INDI approach is

designed and verified in the next section. Moreover, a "Control Allocation(CA)" al-

gorithm is integrated into the INDI controller considering the problems due to limited

control authority and over-actuation (see Section 3.1 for details).

3.3 Unified Incremental Nonlinear Dynamic Inversion (INDI) Controller De-

sign with Integrated Control Allocation (CA)

In this section INDI controller is designed considering the wide operational flight en-

velope of the eVTOL air-taxi (i.e., vertical takeoff, transition to forward flight, high

speed forward flight/cruise, transition to hover flight and vertical landing). Then, CA

is designed and integrated into the INDI controller taking into account the incremental

approach. Once the unified flight controller (INDI+CA) is designed and implemented

into the MATLAB simulation environment, the unified controller is tested via nonlin-

ear simulations for several flight conditions. Disturbance rejection performance and

sensitivity to model parameters are also analyzed. Finally, results are discussed and
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concluding remarks are given about the overall characteristics of the designed con-

troller. Before moving into the unified controller design, a literature review about the

INDI and CA methods are given in the next section. It is noted that the challenges

regarding the unified controller design and the main contributions of the thesis have

already discussed thoroughly in Section 3.1.

3.3.1 Literature Review of the INDI and CA Methods

Classical gain-scheduled flight control approach requires linearized aircraft models

at several design points (i.e., the linearized trim conditions) [36, 76]. Depending on

the severity of nonlinearities in aircraft dynamics, number of design points might in-

crease significantly to cover the entire flight envelope [76]. Although gain-scheduling

proved itself as a successful and reliable control approach for a wide range of air ve-

hicles, controller performance may not be satisfactory for extreme flight conditions

with significant nonlinearities (e.g., near stall or high angle of attack maneuvers)

[36, 84, 76]. Nonlinear Dynamic Inversion (NDI) has emerged as an alternative to

the classical gain-scheduling control approach in late 1980s [36, 53, 84, 60]. NDI use

aircraft model to perform the feedback linearization, and theoretically it can handle

all the modeled nonlinearities in a generalized framework [80]. NDI gives better per-

formance compared to the classical gain-scheduling approaches especially in extreme

flight conditions [84]. However, NDI is highly sensitive to modeling errors, and high-

fidelity modeling might require considerable effort especially for the unique aircraft

concepts like the one studied in this thesis [80, 65].

With the improvements in the sensor technology in recent years, incremental form of

NDI called "Incremental Nonlinear Dynamic Inversion (INDI)" became popular, and

emerged as an extension of the classical NDI approach [80, 78, 89, 43, 99, 37, 55].

INDI is the incremental form of NDI, but due to the nature of sensor-based approach

it has considerably different characteristics compared to the NDI [80, 65]. The ba-

sic difference and advantage of the INDI is replacing the model information with

the sensor data to perform the dynamic inversion thanks to the time-scale separation

principle [80, 97]. Acceleration estimations from the sensor data reflect the model in-

formation dynamically such that any unmodeled dynamics, including the disturbances
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and failures, already included into the dynamic inversion [80, 97, 96]. Sensor-based

approach of INDI makes it less model dependent so that the sensitivity to modeling

errors is greatly reduced compared to the model-based classical NDI [80, 74, 55, 96].

INDI’s reduced dependency on aircraft model is a crucial advantage, especially con-

sidering the flight control of a novel aircraft such as the topic of this study (i.e., a

unique eVTOL air-taxi).

INDI approach is dependent on the acceleration measurements that is in general used

as translational acceleration (u̇, v̇, ẇ) and rotational acceleration (ṗ, q̇, ṙ) feedback in

the control loop [80]. Therefore, accurate estimation of acceleration from sensor data

is crucial for the INDI controller [74, 80], and noise filtering is required in general to

have better INDI controller performance [74, 82]. Another critical factor for the INDI

controller is the data-synchronization [80]. In general, the filtering introduces delay

in the loop that is also needed to be considered as part of the data-synchronization.

Both the noise filtering and data synchronization are discussed in detail as part of the

INDI controller design in Section 3.3.2.3.

As mentioned, INDI is a relatively new control approach and emerged in late nineties

as an extension of the NDI [83, 20]. It has gained popularity in recent years thanks

to the robustness properties since very low sensitivity to modeling errors and inherent

robustness to disturbances/failures are quite promising characteristics [97, 74, 75].

In the beginning, INDI’s less model dependent nature became the main focus of the

research [83, 20, 31]. Then, INDI’s sensitivity to sensor measurements and accurate

estimation of acceleration feedback are studied in the following years [80, 74, 98].

Stability of INDI-based controllers which might encourage real time implementation

of INDI are also investigated in literature [94, 98, 81, 74]. In a recent study, an analyt-

ical stability analysis is performed for an INDI-based controller, and stability margins

are investigated considering the sample-time [94]. Another recent research focus on

stability analysis of INDI controller that is specifically formulated without using the

time-scale separation principle of INDI [98]. It can be concluded that, stability anal-

ysis of INDI-based controllers might gain attention in the following years since there

is still room to investigate. Sensor based nature of INDI makes it questionable on

real time application due to the noise and delay problems of the measurement system.

At this point, research going on German Aerospace Center (DLR) is valuable since
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they applied INDI control approach successfully on a large scale Cessna type aircraft

[65, 43]. Another research project held in Delft University focus on the real time

implementation of INDI on MAVs, and improved disturbance rejection characteris-

tics of INDI are verified via flight tests [82]. There are also other works in literature

showing the effectiveness of INDI based controllers via flight tests. [89, 79, 80]. Suc-

cessful real-time implementations motivated the author to research on INDI based

flight controller. Taking into account the flight control challenges defined in Section

3.1, the INDI method is considered as an effective approach to design the unified

flight controller for the novel eVTOL air-taxi.

As described in Section 3.1, another challenge for the unified flight controller design

is allocation of the control authority properly considering the over-actuated system

and highly coupled pure thrust vector control concept. In case of actuator saturation,

it is critical to allocate the limited control authority accordingly to guarantee safe

flight throughout the wide flight envelope. To resolve actuator saturation effectively,

relation between control axis and control effectors need to be formulated. However,

resolving the actuator saturation is more complex for the coupled thrust vector con-

trol compared to the conventional aircraft with inherently decoupled dynamics (i.e.,

aileron to roll axes, elevator to pitch axis, rudder to yaw axis) [47].

For over-actuated systems, Control Allocation (CA) methods are used in literature

to effectively allocate the control effort to redundant actuators [45]. A common ap-

proach is dividing regulation and allocation tasks such that a high level controller

generates a virtual control effort in aircraft level (e.g.,force & moment or acceleration

commands) and a separate CA algorithm allocate the available control authority to

generate the desired virtual control effort [47, 45].

In literature, CA approaches for different type of applications are described and com-

pared in details [47, 63, 35, 28]. Simple methods such as explicit ganging, pseudo

inverse, daisy chaining are easy to implement; however, their performance is not al-

ways satisfactory if actuator saturation (position or rate limits) are present [63]. On

the other hand, defining the CA as an optimization problem is an effective way to

handle actuator saturation [47, 63, 92, 91]. In real-time implementation, on-line opti-

mization based iterative solution methods has been a questionable option considering
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the hard certification requirements of the flight control software [35]. However, this

view has changed thanks to the improvements in computer technology and more effi-

cient algorithms [28]. Constrained optimization methods with fast solvers emerged as

an effective way of handling actuator limits in CA problem [63, 28, 44]. A paper about

optimization based CA methods gives a very detailed and useful discussion consid-

ering the real time application of optimization-based CA approaches in flight control

systems [28]. The paper mainly focus on two optimization-based CA approach named

"direct allocation" and "mixed optimization" [28]. The "mixed-optimization" formu-

lation includes minimization of both the error between desired and achieved com-

mands (i.e., the error minimization) and the control effort (i.e, the control minimiza-

tion) [63, 28]. There are also "error-minimization" and "control-minimization" ap-

proaches which separates error and control minimization tasks [63, 28]. The "mixed-

optimization" approach is used in this thesis since it covers both minimization tasks

in the same formulation (see Section 3.3.2.7).

As described in Section 3.1, resolving actuator saturation is quite critical to satisfy

stable flight for the wide flight envelope of the air-taxi. Therefore, CA is defined as a

constrained optimization problem taking into account the CA literature survey given

in the previous paragraph. CA is designed considering the incremental nature of the

INDI controller and highly coupled pure thrust vector control approach.

Literature survey of the INDI and CA methods are given in this section focusing

on the advantageous features of the INDI and chosen CA approach for our control

problem. In the next section, the unified INDI+CA flight controller design will be

given in detail, and the controller will be verified via nonlinear simulations for several

test cases including full envelope flight control, disturbance rejection, sensitivity to

model parameters, criticality of CA in case of actuator saturation, etc.

3.3.2 The Unified INDI+CA Controller Design

INDI is incremental form of the nonlinear dynamic inversion. In this form, controller

computes the control input increments at each time step using the system states at the

previous time step [56]. The main difference between the NDI and INDI is that the

INDI is a sensor-based approach and for this reason it is much more tolerant to mod-
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eling errors and disturbances since model information is replaced with sensor data

during the dynamic inversion [80]. INDI is based on time-scale separation principle

which will be explained in details during the derivation. To illustrate the difference

betweeen the NDI and INDI the following example is given.

For example, to design an attitude controller via the classical NDI, angular acceler-

ations are derived from the model and inverted to obtain the desired control inputs.

In INDI, the same attitude controller is designed using angular acceleration measure-

ments instead of accelerations derived from the model, and at each time step incre-

mental control inputs are computed using the error between the desired and measured

angular accelerations [80]. In INDI, the dynamic inversion is based on sensor mea-

surements instead of the model information. Therefore, model dependency is signif-

icantly reduced for the INDI controller. However, using sensor measurements in the

dynamic inversion comes with other problems such as noise filtering, synchronization

of time delays, etc. [50] which will be discussed throughout the derivation.

In the following sections, first the control inputs will be defined specifically con-

sidering the unified controller structure. Then, the unified INDI controller will be

formulated and designed. Finally, the CA algorithm will be designed and integrated

into the INDI controller.

3.3.2.1 Definition of the Control Inputs

Before going into the formulation of the INDI control law, control inputs used in the

derivation are defined first. Our aim is controlling both rotational and translational

channels in the same framework. To achieve this, an aircraft level virtual control input

(vINDI) including the total forces and moments generated by the propulsion system

is defined in Equation (3.13). Note that the full envelope flight control is achieved

via pure thrust vector control which adjust the forces and moments generated by the

propulsion system. The propulsion forces and moments are defined in the aircraft

body axis in Equations 2.22 and 2.23. Therefore, it is easier to relate them with the

thrust vector control also defined in the aircraft body axis (see Figure 3.10).

Although rpm and tilt angle are the physical actuator commands, thrust is used in-
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stead of rpm for simplification since thrust and rpm are related by a constant (see

Equation 2.12). Then, it is possible to decouple the thrust vector via defining the

thrust components on the body axis (xb and zb) as given in Figure 3.10. In Equation

(3.13), the INDI control input (UINDI) is defined considering the decoupled thrust

vector components on the aircraft body axis (xb and zb).

vINDI =
[
Lprop Mprop Nprop Fzprop Fxprop

]T
UINDI =

[
Tx,fl Tx,fr Tx,wl Tx,wr Tz,fl Tz,fr Tz,wl Tz,wr

]T
vINDI = Tv,INDI UINDI

UINDI = T−1
v,INDI vINDI , T−1

v,INDI = TTv,INDI (Tv,INDI T
T
v,INDI)

−1



Lprop

Mprop

Nprop

Fzprop

Fxprop


=



0 0 0 0 ∆yfl −∆yfr ∆ywl −∆ywr

0 0 0 0 ∆xfl ∆xfr −∆xwl −∆xwr

∆yfl −∆yfr ∆ywl −∆ywr 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 −1 −1 −1 −1

1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0





Tx,fl

Tx,fr

Tx,wl

Tx,wr

Tz,fl

Tz,fr

Tz,wl

Tz,wr


∆xfl = 2.1m , ∆yfl = (∆yflt + ∆yflr)/2 = (−1.1m− 0.5m)/2 = −0.8m

∆xfr = 2.1m , ∆yfr = (∆yflt + ∆yflr)/2 = (1.1m+ 0.5m)/2 = 0.8m

∆xwl = −0.85m , ∆ywl = (∆ywlt + ∆ywlm + ∆ywlr)/2 = (−2.95m− 2.05m− 1.15m)/3 = −2.05m

∆xwr = −0.85m , ∆ywr = (∆ywrt + ∆ywrm + ∆ywrr)/2 = (2.95m+ 2.05m+ 1.15m)/3 = 2.05m

(3.13)

Once the aircraft level virtual control input (vINDI) and the decoupled INDI control

input (UINDI) are defined, it is required to formulate the transformation/mapping

between these two control input vectors. The transformation matrix Tv,INDI is a

function of lever arms only and given in Equation (3.13) (see Figures 3.11 and 3.10).

To reduce the number of control inputs, EDF sets are combined and defined as 4

sections named as front left (fl), front right (fr), wing left (wl) and wing right (wr),

see Figure 3.11. With this simplification, in Equation (3.13), the y lever arms of each

section represent the mean values of the individual lever arms given in Table 2.4;
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Figure 3.10: Thrust vectoring and control input visualization for the INDI controller,

side-view of the aircraft.

whereas, x lever arms do not change. To sum up, only the basic geometry (i.e., the

lever-arm information) is needed to generate the transformation matrix Tv,INDI .

It is also required to define the actuator level control inputs/commands which are the

thrust (T ) and tilt angle (δ) commands for each EDF. In Equation (3.14), control in-

puts on actuator level (U ) is defined and relation between the decoupled INDI control

input (UINDI) is given using the thrust vector control illustrated in Figure 3.10. In

addition, it is desired to represent the actuator states considering the actuator dynam-

ics defined in Section 2.2.4 (Figure 2.9). Uact is also defined in Equation (3.14) for

this purpose. Note that the INDI controller’s output on actuator level (U ) might be

out of the actuator limits, defined in Table 2.5, which results in actuator saturation. In

this case, the CA reallocates the limited control authority appropriately to guarantee

stable flight taking into account the actuator limits. Separate definition of U and Uact

are mainly used to analyze the CA performance (see Section 3.3.3.6).
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Figure 3.11: Combination of EDF sets to 4 sections: front left(fl), front right(fr),

wing left(wl) and wing right(wr) for the INDI controller design, top-view.

Tx = sin(π/2− δ) T

Tz = cos(π/2− δ) T

T =
√
T 2
x + T 2

z

U =
[
Tfl Tfr Twl Twr δfl δfr δwl δwr

]T
Uact =

[
Tfl,act Tfr,act Twl,act Twr,act δfl,act δfr,act δwl,act δwr,act

]T
(3.14)

3.3.2.2 Formulation of the INDI Control Law

In the previous section, the virtual, INDI and actuator level control inputs are de-

fined. In this section, the incremental INDI control law will be formulated using the

predefined control inputs.

First, the 6-DOF Equations of Motion (EOM) given in Equations (2.22) and (2.23)

are rewritten in the following form.
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u̇

v̇

ẇ

 = 1/m (F b
aero + F b

grav)−


p

q

r

×

u

v

w

 + 1/m


Fxprop

0

Fzprop

 (3.15)


ṗ

q̇

ṙ

 = J−1(M b
aero −


p

q

r

× J

p

q

r

) + J−1


Lprop

Mprop

Nprop

 (3.16)

The propulsion forces and moments are explicitly written to insert the virtual control

input (vINDI) into the EOM. Based on the virtual control input definition given in

Equation (3.13), it is possible to define the EOM in a control-affine form by rewriting

Equations (3.15) and (3.16). Since our aim is tracking attitude and velocity com-

mands, state vector (x) includes the body angular accelerations and linear accelera-

tions on the body x and z directions. As mentioned previously, linear acceleration on

the body y direction is not included since propulsion force is not directly generated

on this direction. In Equation (3.17), f(x) represents the aerodynamic forces and mo-

ments, gravitational force and also the cross coupling terms. To sum up, the nonlinear

EOM is rewritten in control-affine form as follows.

ẋ = f(x) + g · vINDI

x =
[
p q r w u

]T
vINDI =

[
Lprop Mprop Nprop Fzprop Fxprop

]T

g =



1/Ix 0 0 0 0

0 1/Iy 0 0 0

0 0 1/Iz 0 0

0 0 0 1/m 0

0 0 0 0 1/m



(3.17)

Then, the first-order Taylor series approximation of Equation (3.17) is written. Taylor
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series approximation is based on the previous values of states and virtual control

inputs which are represented with a subscript "0" in the following equation.

ẋ ≈ ẋ0 + ∂[f(x)+g·vINDI ]
∂x |x=x0,vINDI=vINDI,0(x− x0) +

∂[f(x)+g·vINDI ]
∂vINDI

|x=x0,vINDI=vINDI,0(vINDI − vINDI,0)
(3.18)

The key assumption of the INDI control is the time scale separation principle [50],

which assumes that the change in states are very small compared to the change in

control inputs in a single time-step. This assumption is based on very small time

increments and fast actuator dynamics [50, 80, 75]. According to the actuator dy-

namics defined in Section 2.2.4, EDFs have very fast rpm/thrust dynamics based on

the wind-tunnel data. In addition, the tilting dynamics is assumed to be fast con-

sidering very small EDF weight/size (see Table 2.3). Considering the fast actuator

dynamics of EDFs, it is reasonable to assume that if time-step is small enough, then

the change in states would be negligible compared to the change in control inputs.

Regarding the small time-step requirement, simulation tests are performed at 100 Hz

which is a common approach for the closed loop flight dynamics simulations. 100 Hz

cycle/update rate is achievable considering the current flight control boards and sen-

sors [12, 48, 69, 101]. To conclude, the time-scale separation principle of the INDI

approach fits well to the control problem of novel eVTOL air-taxi.

Applying the time-scale separation principle simplifies the Taylor series expansion

given in Equation (3.18) as follows.

ẋ ≈ ẋ0 + g · (vINDI − vINDI,0) = ẋ0 + g ·∆vINDI

with assumption (x− x0)� (vINDI − vINDI,0)

(3.19)

Then, the required virtual control input increment at each time step is obtained by

inverting Equation (3.19).

∆vINDI = g−1(ẋreq − ẋ0) , where ẋ = ẋreq (3.20)
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According to Equation (3.20), the incremental virtual control input ∆vINDI depends

on the following terms.

• ẋ0 which is the state derivatives obtained from the current and previous values of

sensor outputs.

• ẋreq representing the required state derivatives which are calculated based on the

model independent linear controller in the next section.

• g−1 which is the inverse of g matrix that is function of mass and inertia only (see

Equation (3.17).

INDI control input increment(∆UINDI) is obtained in Equation (3.21) using the in-

verse of transformation matrix(Tv,INDI) mapping the virtual and INDI control inputs

given in Equation (3.13). Since Tv,INDI is not full rank, inverse is found via pseudo-

inverse approach. Note that the transformation from the virtual to INDI control input

only uses lever arm information which is purely geometric. Lever arm information is

a direct input to the controller, and it can be updated in case of detected failures or

any other corrections.

∆UINDI = T−1
v,INDI∆vINDI

T−1
v,INDI = T ′v,INDI (Tv,INDI T

′
v,INDI)

−1

(3.21)

At this point, it can be seen that the INDI control law use sensor outputs to replace the

model information. That is why INDI is a sensor-based control approach, and only

required model information is the g and Tv,INDI matrices containing only the mass,

inertia and lever arm information. This is the main advantage of INDI compared to

the classical NDI which is much more dependent on the aircraft model due to the

model-based dynamic inversion.

Combining Equations (3.20) and (3.21), the INDI control input increment (∆UINDI)

is defined more explicitly as follows.

∆UINDI = T−1
v,INDI g

−1 (ẋreq − ẋ0) (3.22)
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Equation (3.22) gives the INDI control input increment at each time step. It is required

to use previous time INDI control input (UINDI,0) to find the overall INDI control

input (UINDI) given in the following equation.

UINDI = UINDI,0 + ∆UINDI (3.23)

UINDI,0 includes the effects of actuator dynamics since it is taken from the previous

time step. It is reminded that ẋ0 represents the rotational and translational accelera-

tion obtained from the sensor measurements. A noise filter is applied to the sensor

outputs to improve the controller’s performance. To satisfy the data-synchronization,

noise filter applied to the sensor measurements are also applied to the INDI controller

output (see Figure 3.12). Details of the noise filtering and data synchronization are

explained in the next section.

3.3.2.3 Filtering Sensor Noise & Data Synchronization

The incremental INDI control law is given in Equation (3.22), and ẋ0 represents the

state derivatives (i.e., the rotational and translational accelerations) obtained from the

sensor measurements. As explained previously, the main difference and advantage

of INDI is replacing the sensor measurement with the model information (i.e., the

nonlinear flight dynamics model) to perform the dynamic inversion. This signifi-

cantly minimizes the model dependency of dynamic inversion and makes the INDI

more robust against the modeling errors compared to the NDI. However, using sensor

measurements to calculate the state derivatives requires filtering of the noise. The

following low-pass filter is applied on sensor measurements to reduce the noise level.

It is reminded that the sensor dynamics is modeled using the data of a MEMS IMU

sensor and the details are given in Section 2.3.

Hf =
ω2
nf

s2 + 2ζfωnf + ω2
nf

(3.24)

The parameters of the low-pass filter is taken from a study focusing on INDI-based

controller design [56]. The natural frequency (ωnf ) is 80 rad/s, and the damping ratio
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(ζf ) is equal to 1. Based on the simulation results given in Section 3.3.3, adjusting

the parameters of the noise filter is not required to achieve the desired controller

performance. Therefore, it can be concluded that the designed INDI controller is not

highly sensitive to the noise filter design. On the other hand, performance might be

improved with better filter characteristics which is not the focus of this study.

The low-pass filter comes with additional delay in the loop. Therefore, synchroniza-

tion of the signals becomes critical [80]. To achieve the synchronization of the control

inputs, the same noise filter is also applied to the INDI control input given in Equa-

tion (3.23). By this way the data-synchronization problem is resolved which is also

illustrated in the high level block diagram of the overall controller given in Figure

3.12.

3.3.2.4 Linear Controller: Required State Derivatives

Based on Equation (3.22), the required state derivatives (ẋreq) can be considered as the

reference/desired condition in the incremental control law. Required state derivatives

can be generated based on the kinematic relations given in Equation 2.24. Then, the

required state derivatives are obtained as follows using a PD (Proportional Derivative)

linear controller structure considering the state vector defined in Equation (3.17).

ẋreq =
[
ṗreq q̇req ṙreq ẇreq u̇req

]T
ṗreq = (φcmd − φ)Kφ + (φ̇cmd − φ̇)Kφ̇

q̇req = (θcmd − θ)Kθ + (θ̇cmd − θ̇)Kθ̇

ṙreq = (ψcmd − ψ)Kψ + (ψ̇cmd − ψ̇)Kψ̇

ẇreq = (wcmd − w)Kw + (ẇcmd − ẇ)Kẇ

u̇req = (ucmd − u)Ku + (u̇cmd − u̇)Ku̇



(3.25)

Note that the linear controller design does not depend on the aircraft model and

only uses the kinematic relations. Therefore, tuning of the linear controller is quite
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straightforward and does not require any gain-scheduling to cover the wide flight

envelope of the air-taxi. The linear controller can be considered as an outer loop

controller that generates the reference acceleration commands to the inner loop INDI

controller. To conclude, the model independent characteristics of the INDI controller

is maintained in the outer loop linear controller design.

The Euler angle and body velocity commands used in Equation (3.25) are generated

as follows using a command generator.

φcmd = φcmd,manual + φcmd,nav,hover

with, φcmd,nav,hover = (vcmd − v)Kv + (v̇cmd − v̇)Kv̇

θcmd = θcmd,manual + θcmd,fpa

ψcmd = ψcmd,manual + ψcmd,coord,turn

wcmd = wcmd,manual + wcmd,nav,hover + wcmd,fpa

with, wcmd,nav,hover = (hcmd − h)Kh + (ḣcmd − ḣ)Kḣ

ucmd = ucmd,manual + ucmd,fpa



(3.26)

Details of the command generation function will be given in the next section. In this

section, generation of the navigation commands will be explained briefly.

Equation (3.25) does not include v̇req which is related to the side-motion. As men-

tioned previously, EDFs do not directly generate forces in the body y direction. How-

ever we want to control the aircraft in 6-DOF. Controlling the side-motion (y position)

is performed via generating navigation command in roll angle (φcmd,nav,hover) at low

speed using the feedback in body y-velocity (v). φcmd,nav,hover is limited to ± 30 de-

grees to avoid rpm/thrust saturation due to large bank angle commands at low speeds.

At high speed forward flight, it is possible to generate manual roll angle command

(φcmd,manual) and the corresponding yaw angle command (ψcmd,coord,turn) to perform

the coordinated turn (see Equation 3.12).

Similarly, to control the altitude (h) at low speed, the vertical velocity command
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wcmd,nav,hover is generated using the feedback in altitude. To control the flight path

angle (γ) and also angle of attack (α) at high speed, combination of θcmd,fpa, wcmd,fpa,

ucmd,fpa is commanded considering the relations given in Equation (2.26).

As mentioned previously, the linear controller is based on the kinematic relations and

does not depend on the aircraft model. Therefore, tuning of the controller is simply

performed and the controller gains are given Tables 3.2 and 3.3.

Table 3.2: Linear controller gains.

Gain Value Gain Value Gain Value Gain Value Gain Value

Kφ 3 Kθ 3 Kψ 1.5 Kw 1.5 Ku 1.5

Kφ̇ 5 Kθ̇ 5 Kψ̇ 3 Kẇ 0.5 Ku̇ 0.5

Table 3.3: Linear controller gains for the navigation commands.

Gain Value Gain Value

Kh 0.5 Kv 5

Kḣ 1 Kv̇ 3

In this Section, the required state derivatives (ẋreq) are obtained using a linear PD

controller structure and these derivatives are used in the incremental control law given

in Equation (3.22) as the reference/desired state conditions. The linear controller uses

several types of commands (defined in Equation 3.26) considering the wide flight

envelope of the air-taxi. In the next section, the command generator function will be

explained briefly.

3.3.2.5 Command Generator

The command generator is designed considering the unified controller design for the

full flight envelope of the air-taxi. The main formulation for the command generation

is given in Equation 3.26. In this section, details will be provided considering the

commands at different flight conditions, mainly blending of the commands between

the low speed hover flight and high speed forward flight.
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As mentioned in Section 3.3.2.4, to control the side-motion, a roll angle command

named φcmd,nav,hover is generated at low speed flight. φcmd,nav,hover is valid until

20 m/s ground speed since side-motion is directly related to the bank angle at low

speeds. Similarly, to control the altitude at low speeds, a vertical speed command

(wcmd,nav,hover) is generated. wcmd,nav,hover is effective until 50 m/s airspeed. Above

50 m/s airspeed, flight path angle is commanded via applying a combination of com-

mands. Combined pitch angle and body velocity commands, θcmd,fpa, wcmd,fpa,

ucmd,fpa are applied at high speeds to control the flight path angle and also the an-

gle of attack indirectly.

Moreover, after a certain airspeed it is desired to perform coordinated turns and this

requires a yaw rate command given in Equation (3.12). ψcmd,coord,turn represents the

corresponding yaw angle command required for the coordinated turn. The coordi-

nated turn command is effective above 20 m/s airspeed.

Manual commands defined in Equation 3.26 are the direct commands that can be ap-

plied manually without restrictions on the flight regime. Several simulation tests are

performed using the manual commands. For example, transition between hover and

forward flight is achieved by manually applying body x-velocity command ucmd,manual.

Command generator is also used to smooth and limit the commands. Second order

transfer functions and saturation blocks are included to generate the commands con-

sidering the desired dynamics. Blending of the commands for different flight condi-

tions are performed satisfying the smooth transition of commands (i.e., discontinuities

are avoided).

3.3.2.6 Overall INDI Controller Structure

Formulation of the INDI controller is explained in the previous sections and the in-

cremental control law is given in Equation 3.22. Moreover, the overall INDI control

law used in simulations is given in Equation 3.23, which is found by adding the in-

cremental control law to the output of the INDI controller at the previous time step.

The overall block diagram of the INDI controller is illustrated in Figure 3.12.

First, the command generator block outputs the total commands defined in Equation
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3.26, considering the smoothing and desired command dynamics. Then, the linear

controller generates the required accelerations (ẋreq) using the error between the com-

mands and sensor outputs (see Equation (3.25)). Note that the linear controller use

kinematic relations only and independent of the aircraft dynamic model.

The critical part of the INDI controller design is estimating accelerations (i.e., the

state derivatives, ẋ0) which replace the aircraft model information in the dynamic

inversion. To estimate the angular and translational accelerations, gyroscope and ac-

celerometer measurements are used, respectively. The sensor dynamics included into

the simulation model is explained in Section 2.3. Gyroscope and accelerometer mea-

surements are filtered by a low pass filter (Hf , Equation 3.24) and the state derivatives

are calculated.

At this point, it is important to remember that the INDI controller is sample based

and synchronization is very important due to the incremental dynamic inversion at

each time step. To satisfy synchronization of the control input and sensor measure-

ments, the filter Hf used for acceleration estimations is also applied to the control

inputs (Figure 3.12, UINDI). Once the accelerations are estimated, the required ac-

celerations and estimated accelerations are fed into the INDI controller to generate

the incremental control input ∆UINDI .

According to Figure 3.12, ∆UINDI is calculated using the following information (see

Equation 3.22).

• inverse of matrix Tv,INDI which contains only the lever arm information

• inverse of g matrix which contains only the mass and inertia information

• error between the required accelerations (ẋreq) and estimated accelerations (ẋ0).

To conclude, the only modeling dependency of the INDI controller are the mass, in-

ertia and lever arms (mainly the geometry information) of the aircraft. The rest of

the modeling information is replaced with sensor data and this is the main advantage

of the INDI approach. If the time scale separation principle explained in Equation

(3.18) is valid, then it is possible to perform dynamic inversion incrementally using

the acceleration estimations. The inherent robustness to modeling errors is verified
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Figure 3.12: High level block diagram of the INDI controller with integrated CA.

via nonlinear simulations applying error in the drag coefficient, see Section 3.3.3.7.

As shown in Figure 3.12, the INDI controller calculates control input increments at

each time step and this incremental value is added to the previous time control input

(UINDI,0) to obtain the overall control input UINDI .

CA block is also illustrated in Figure 3.12. As mentioned in Section 3.1, CA has a

vital role of allocation of the limited control authority properly in case of actuator

saturation. An optimization based CA algorithm is designed and integrated into the

INDI controller. Details of the CA design is given in the next section.

3.3.2.7 Control Allocation Design & Integration into the INDI controller

As mentioned in Section 3.1, the system is over-actuated and the aircraft use pure

thrust vector control which is highly coupled. Therefore, the CA problem in case of

actuator saturation becomes more complicated since a direct relation between control

channels/axis and control effectors/actuators does not exist. In conventional aircraft

with primary control surfaces elevator, aileron and rudder, it is a common method

to decouple the aircraft dynamics in the longitudinal and lateral channels. Then, the

actuator saturation related problems can be resolved easily using the decoupled dy-
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namics and classical saturation resolving methods (e.g. the anti-wind up schemes)

[47]. For example, elevator is directly related to the longitudinal pitch dynamics and

aileron/rudder are related to the lateral roll and yaw dynamics, respectively. Then,

saturation of elevator is related to the pitch dynamics-commands and the same ap-

proach is valid for roll/yaw dynamics if small couplings between roll and yaw motion

are neglected. To conclude, applying the classical saturation resolving methods are

not straightforward to implement for the over-actuated and highly coupled pure thrust

vector control of the studied air-taxi.

Proper design of CA becomes critical for specific flight conditions that result in lim-

ited control authority (i.e., the actuator saturation). CA must guarantee stable flight

via prioritizing rotational channels when the INDI controller generates actuator com-

mands that are beyond the physical actuator limits. To illustrate, assume that the

pilot is applying a vertical speed command to climb at hover flight. Vertical speed

command at hover is generated by increasing thrust/rpm at all EDFs. Then, a strong

disturbance/wind-gust occurs, and banks the air-taxi significantly. To reject the dis-

turbance on bank angle, some of the EDFs increase rpm further and eventually hit

the maximum rpm limit. If the pilot still applies the vertical speed command, then

available control authority will not be sufficient to both track the vertical speed com-

mand and reject the bank angle disturbance. In other words, there will be an error

between the INDI controller’s actuator commands and physically achieved actuator

states (see U and Uact in Equation 3.14). A good pilot might realize the problem

and release the vertical speed command to provide control authority. Then, actuators

will not hit the rpm limit and control authority will be available to reject the bank

angle disturbance. The pilot instinctively prioritizes rotational control over the trans-

lational control. However, this puts more burden on the pilot and a systematic way of

handling actuator saturation is desired considering the wide flight envelope. Consid-

ering the transition regions, thrust vector control is highly coupled and the pilot may

not give the correct decision to resolve the actuator saturation and guarantee stable

flight for all cases. This example scenario is tested via nonlinear simulations in Sec-

tion 3.3.3.6 to verify the CA design. It is observed that the CA significantly improves

the disturbance rejection characteristics and plays a vital role of guaranteeing stable

flight in case of limited control authority.
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Literature review about the CA approaches are given in Section 3.3.1. A constrained

optimization based CA algorithm is designed since performance of the simple CA

methods are not satisfactory in case of actuator saturation [63]. The constrained opti-

mization problem is defined as follows in "mixed-optimization" formulation such that

the cost function includes both the "error-minimization" and the "control-minimization"

[63, 28]. The active-set algorithm described in [44] is used to solve the optimization

problem (see Appendix A).

∆UCA = [∆Tx,fl ∆Tx,fr ∆Tx,wl ∆Tx,wr ∆Tz,fl ∆Tz,fr ∆Tz,wl ∆Tz,wr ]T

minimize
∆UCA

J(∆UCA) = ‖Wu (∆UCA −∆Udes)‖2 + γ‖Wv (Tv,INDI ·∆UCA −∆vINDI)‖2

subject to ∆UCA,min < ∆UCA < ∆UCA,max

with initial conditions ∆UINDI


(3.27)

Since INDI is an incremental controller, cost function J(∆UCA) is also written in

incremental form. ∆vINDI is incremental form of the virtual control input defined in

Equation (3.17) andWv is the state weight matrix that is adjusted accordingly to prior-

itize specific channels. Therefore, the second part of the cost function is related to the

controller’s tracking performance of virtual force/moment commands (i.e., the "error-

minimization" [63, 28]). If more weight is put on the first and second diagonal entries

of Wv matrix, then more control effort will be applied to minimize the error between

desired and obtained roll and pitch moments (L,M ). State weight matrix is chosen

as Wv = diag(1000, 1000, 100, 50, 50). The priority order is as follows: roll/pitch

dynamics, yaw dynamics and horizontal/vertical translational dynamics. The prioriti-

zation order might differ in different flight conditions. For example, in hover keeping

the aircraft heading is not considered more important than keeping the altitude or in

cruise keeping the aircraft heading might be more important during coordinated turns

compared to losing altitude since the aircraft is directionally unstable at high speeds

due to negative Cnβ value (see Equation (2.1)). The selected Wv matrix represents a

generalized prioritization order and the same matrix is used in the verification tests

given in Section 3.3.3. The first part of the cost function is related to the "control-

minimization" [63, 28]. ∆Udes represents the desired control input increment and it

is taken as zero (∆Udes = zeros(8, 1)) to find solutions close to the INDI controller’s
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output. In other words, discontinuities in the control input commands are avoided

via defining the desired control input increment vector as zero. Also note that the

initial search point for the algorithm is the output of the INDI controller ∆UINDI

given in Equation (3.22). Wu is the control input weight matrix and it is used to put

more control effort on specific control channels such as applying more rpm/thrust

control instead of tilting the EDFs to achieve desired states or putting more effort on

the wing EDFs compared to front EDFs, etc.. For the sake of simplicity, weights are

not applied on specific control channels and Wu matrix has diagonal elements of 1,

Wu = diag(1, 1, ..., 1). Finally, the value of γ is chosen as 0.0001 and it is used to

tune the cost function if needed.

According to Equation 3.27, the algorithm minimizes the cost function while satisfy-

ing the constraints on control input increment. Therefore, the lower and upper bounds

(∆UCA,min, ∆UCA,max) need to be evaluated at each time step. Since the incremental

control input (∆UCA in Equation 3.27) is decoupled on x and z directions, the lower

and upper bounds need to be evaluated considering the decoupled INDI control in-

put. In other words, the physical actuator limits (i.e., the rpm and tilt angle limits)

are mapped into the incremental decoupled thrust limits. Algorithm 1 is written to

perform the mapping. The algorithm evaluates the remaining control authority (i.e.,

∆UCA,min and ∆UCA,max) considering the thrust vector control given in Figure 3.10

(Equation 3.14). In the algorithm, δi,min, Ti,min and δi,max, Ti,max are the physical ac-

tuator limits defined in Table 2.5, and Tx,i,act, Tz,i,act represent the x and z components

of the thrust vector considering the actuator limits. To sum up, constraints of the CA

problem are evaluated considering the incremental and decoupled INDI formulation.

Mapping the physical actuator limits to the decoupled incremental thrust limits is the

most crucial step of the CA integration into the INDI structure.

The CA problem is solved online at each time step with 100 Hz (0.01 sec) cycle time.

To limit the computational effort, maximum iteration number is set to 50. Verification

of the INDI+CA unified controller is performed via nonlinear simulations given in the

next section. Simulations are performed on a 1.8 Ghz Intel Core CPU computer. As

a common fact, online optimization is not a desired option in flight control for the

real-time implementation considering the hard certification requirements. A detailed

analysis about the computational effort is not performed for the scope of this study
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Algorithm 1 Evaluation of the minimum and maximum incremental CA control in-

puts, i.e., ∆UCA,min and ∆UCA,max in Equation 3.27

1: for i=1:4 do . i corresponds to the subscript: 1=()fl, 2=()fr, 3=()wl, 4=()wr

2:

3: Tx,i,min = sin(π/2− δi,max)
√
T 2
x,i,act + T 2

z,i,act

4: Tz,i,min = cos(π/2− δi,min)
√
T 2
x,i,act + T 2

z,i,act

5:

6: if Tz,i,act > Ti,max then

7: Tx,i,max = Ti,min

8: else

9: Tx,i,max =
√
T 2
i,max − T 2

z,i,act

10: end if

11:

12: if Tx,i,act > Ti,max then

13: Tz,i,max = Ti,min

14: else

15: Tz,i,max =
√
T 2
i,max − T 2

x,i,act

16: end if

17:

18: ∆Tx,i,min = Tx,i,min − Tx,i,act
19: ∆Tz,i,min = Tz,i,min − Tz,i,act
20: ∆Tx,i,max = Tx,i,max − Tx,i,act
21: ∆Tz,i,max = Tz,i,max − Tz,i,act
22:

23: end for
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and can be the topic of future studies. However, it can be stated that the CA prob-

lem can be easily solved online with the today’s computer technology. An extensive

comparison study about the computational requirements of active-set algorithm with

other approaches can be found in literature [44].

To sum up, the Control Allocation(CA) finds the incremental control input using the

output of the INDI controller as an initial guess. To clarify, the INDI controller is

the first step in the control loop and the CA is the second and final step to generate

the overall control input considering the actuator limits and control axis prioritiza-

tion. The overall block diagram of the INDI controller with integrated CA algorithm

is given in Figure 3.12. Verification of the INDI controller and CA algorithm via

nonlinear simulation model will be given in the next section. Several test cases are

analyzed considering the wide-flight envelope of the air taxi. Robustness and dis-

turbance rejection properties are also analyzed. In addition, the CA performance is

tested for specific flight conditions (see Sections 3.3.3.3, 3.3.3.6). It is observed that

the role of CA is critical in case of severe actuator saturation (i.e., limited control

authority).

3.3.3 Nonlinear Simulation Results

In this section, the unified controller is verified for several test cases via nonlinear

simulation model build in MATLAB/Simulink. Flight dynamics model generated in

Section 2 is used to represent the open-loop flight dynamics.

First, the unified controller is tested considering the full flight envelope of the air-taxi

given as follows: vertical take-off, low speed hover flight, transition to forward flight,

climb, cruise flight, descent, transition to hover flight and vertical landing.

Second, to show the criticality of the CA in case of limited control authority (i.e.

the actuator saturation), disturbance rejection tests are done injecting severe wind-

disturbance to the model. To analyze the performance of the CA design, tests are

performed disabling the CA block in the loop (see Figure 3.12). When the CA is

disabled, the pure INDI law given in Equation (3.23) is used in the controller. To

clarify, when the CA algorithm is not active, only the simple pseudo-inverse approach
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is applied for the allocation (see Equation 3.21), and the actuator saturation related

problems are not resolved effectively. Simulations show that the CA plays a vital role

to handle saturation related stability problems (Sections 3.3.3.3).

Third, the INDI controller’s sensitivity to model parameters are analyzed. As men-

tioned in Section 3.3.2.2, the INDI approach significantly reduce the modeling de-

pendency compared to the classical NDI. As a reminder, the INDI controller is only

dependent on the mass, inertia and lever arm information. Therefore, the INDI con-

troller is expected to be highly robust against the modeling errors other than the mass,

inertia and lever-arms. To verify this, transition from hover to forward flight tests

are performed applying significant error in the drag coefficient. It is observed that,

the INDI controller’s inherent robustness to modeling errors is as expected and quite

promising (see Section 3.3.3.7. In addition, robustness to the model dependent pa-

rameters (i.e., the mass and inertia) are also tested in Section 3.3.3.8 to analyze the

sensitivity. Based on the results, significant errors in mass and inertia can be handled

by the controller. Therefore, accurate modeling of the mass and inertia is not required

to have desired controller response.

To illustrate the results, three plots are used for each test scenario. First plot gives

the aircraft state response and commands. Second plot shows the required accelera-

tions (ẋreq) and acceleration estimations obtained from the sensors (ẋ0) used in the

INDI control law (Equation 3.20). Third plot illustrates the actuator states including

both the direct output of the controller and actuator states considering the actuator

dynamics with subscript "act" (see Equation 3.14). Note that simulations are per-

formed applying different types of commands given in Equation 3.26. Details of the

command generation function is described in Section 3.3.2.5.

To observe the CA algorithm’s computational properties, the "CA Iteration Number"

is also given in the plots. If the "CA Iteration Number" is above 1, then the CA

algorithm overwrites the INDI controller’s output (see Figure 3.12) to find the opti-

mum allocation iteratively considering the actuator limits and channel prioritization

described in Section 3.3.2.7.
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3.3.3.1 Vertical Take-off, Hover & Low Speed Flight

First, the unified controller is tested for hover & low speed flight condition. The

test case is explained as following. Some commands are applied simultaneously to

observe the controller’s response during the coupled dynamics.

Figure 3.13: Hover & low speed flight test results, state response.

1. At 3 seconds, 10 m. altitude command (hcmd) is applied, and the controller tracks

the corresponding vertical velocity command (wcmd). Similarly, at 35 seconds vertical

landing command is applied.

2. Between 7 and 25 seconds, positive and negative side velocity is commanded
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(vcmd) to achieve side-ward translational motion via generating corresponding roll

angle command (φcmd)

3. Between 20 and 35 seconds, forward and backward motion is tested via applying

velocity command in the body x-direction (ucmd)

4. Between 35 and 45 seconds, aircraft heading is changed by commanding yaw angle

(ψcmd)

Figure 3.14: Hover & low speed flight test results, required and obtained state deriva-

tives.

1. Analyses of the Altitude Response:
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According to Figure 3.13, 10 m. altitude is commanded at 3 seconds, and the air-

craft tracks the corresponding vertical speed command (wcmd). In between 10 and 35

seconds, several commands are applied in other channels. The aircraft keeps the 10

m. altitude during the forward, side-ward motions and also the heading change. Note

that the command generator applies approximately 2m/s2 ≈ 0.2g maximum vertical

acceleration command (Figure 3.14, ẇreq). According to Figure 3.14, wcmd is tracked

well and the aircraft holds altitude (h) while other commands cause disruptive effects

on the vertical channel.

Regarding the control inputs, it is expected to increase only thrust and not chang-

ing tilt angles to gain altitude. Results given in Figure 3.15 is consistent with the

expectation. Thrust levels increase around 100N on the canard EDFs and 200N on

the wing EDFs to gain altitude. 1/2 ratio in thrust increment between the canard and

wing EDFs is to achieve zero pitch disturbance while gaining altitude since x-lever

arms(∆x) of the front and wing EDFs has an approximate ratio of 1/2 as given in

Equation (3.13).

2. Analyses of the Side Motion:

To perform side-ward motion at low speeds, positive and negative side velocity com-

manded between 7 and 25 seconds. As mentioned, EDFs do not generate side force

directly. Therefore, thrust direction is changed via applying a navigational bank angle

command (φcmd,nav,hover) at low speeds based on Equation (3.26).

As shown in Figure 3.13, vcmd and the corresponding φcmd,nav,hover are tracked well.

There exist a small delay in tracking of the side velocity command. This result is

expected since side velocity is not directly controlled and result of change in thrust

vector direction. Linear navigational controller gains Kv, Kv̇ can be increased to

reduce the delay in side velocity command tracking if necessary (Table 3.3).

Roll rate tracking performance of the controller is given Figure 3.14. Required roll

rate ṗreq is tracked accurately despite the significant sensor noise.

To change the roll angle at low speeds, thrust levels are changed oppositely on the

right and left sections of the aircraft and no change in the tilt angles are expected. The

required change in thrust is very small to achieve the desired roll rates. On the other
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Figure 3.15: Hover & low speed flight test results, actuator states.

hand, to keep the altitude during the side-motion thrust must be increased significantly

since thrust vector is not aligned with the gravity. Therefore, the asymmetric change

in thrust between the right and left sections can not be observed directly in Figure

3.15 since it illustrates the total thrust command. Tilt angles are kept same during the

side-motion as expected.
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3. Analyses of the Forward and Backward Motion:

Translational motion in the body x direction is obtained via commanding body x-

velocity (ucmd). The same command is also used to perform the transition easily and

also to control the angle of attack indirectly in forward flight.

Based on Figure 3.13, ± 5m/s forward velocity command is applied between 20 and

35 seconds, and the required state derivative (u̇req) is tracked well (Figure 3.14). To

accelerate in forward direction, it is expected to tilt EDFs in negative direction to use

some of the thrust for forward acceleration. Similarly, to decelerate, tilt angles need

to increase. Note that at hover tilt angles are 90 degrees. These two outcome can be

seen on the actuator states given in Figure 3.15 between 20 and 35 seconds.

4. Analyses of the Heading Response:

To change the aircraft heading, ± 30deg yaw angle is commanded between 35 and

45 seconds (Figure 3.13). The INDI controller tracks the required body yaw rate

(ṙreq) to achieve the desired heading. According to Figure 3.14, yaw rate tracking

performance is satisfactory.

To change the aircraft heading at hover, tilt angles of the right and left EDFs change

asymmetrically. This result can be seen at 43 seconds of actuator states plot (Figure

3.15) when the negative heading command is applied. It is observed that approxi-

mately 4-5 degree changes on the wing EDFs are enough to achieve the desired head-

ing command, and tilt angle changes on the front EDFs are much more smaller. Since

change in tilt angles are very small, additional thrust required to keep the altitude is

very small.

3.3.3.2 Transition From Hover to Cruise Flight

Transition from hover to forward flight is one of the most critical flight regime regard-

ing the flight control due the coupled thrust vector control and severe nonlinearities

during the transition (see Section 3.1). Note that nonlinearities occur in the aerody-

namic model during the transition due to the blending between the hover and forward

flight models explained in Section 2.1.3.
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EDFs on both front and wing sections are tilted forward to accelerate the aircraft.

Rpm/thrust is also adjusted to keep both pitch attitude and altitude at desired level

while accelerating the aircraft to high speed forward flight.

It is reminded that, to design the LQR controller in Section 3.2, aircraft is trimmed

at cruise condition with 78 m/s airspeed and 4 degree angle of attack. Detailed trim

data including the trim actuator states for cruise condition is given in Equation (3.6).

Actuator states are given in terms of rpm and tilt angle in Equation (3.6) and to be

consistent with the INDI structure trim actuator states are represented as thrust and

tilt angle using the relation between rpm and thrust given in Equation (2.12). Then,

the cruise trim data is expressed in terms of the INDI actuator states as following.

U =
[
Tfl Tfr Twl Twr δfl δfr δwl δwr

]T
= [356 356 213 213 0.52 0.52 0.08 0.08]T

xtrim = [φ θ ψ u v w p q r]T = [0 0.07 0 78 0 5.5 0 0 0]T

V∞trim
≈ 78 m/s, αtrim ≈ 0.07 = 4 deg, βtrim = 0

(3.28)

According to the trim data at 78 m/s, the front EDFs generate total of 356 N at both

left and right sections and tilt angle is around 29 degrees (0.52 rad); whereas, the

wing EDFs generate total of 213 N at both left and right sections with tilt angle of

approximately 4.5 degrees (0.08 rad).

Based on the trim data, the aim is to accelerate the aircraft to 78 m/s airspeed and also

achieving 4 degree angle of attack once 78 m/s airspeed is reached.

To sum up, the following commands are applied to perform the transition maneuver

and achieving the predefined cruise flight conditions.

1. Altitude command is applied at 2 seconds to climb 40 meters.

2. 45 degree heading is commanded at 5 seconds to change the aircraft heading while

climbing.
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Figure 3.16: Hover to cruise transition test results, states.

3. Between 15 and 35 seconds the body x velocity (u) is commanded to achieve 78

m/s cruise airspeed.

4. At 35 seconds, 4 degree θcmd and corresponding 5.5 m/s wcmd are applied simulta-

neously to achieve 4 degree trim angle of attack with zero flight path angle.

Figure 3.16 shows the state response of the transition tests. The aircraft climb to 40

meters at first and orients its heading to 45 degrees before accelerating. 78 m/s is

reached at 35 seconds with an approximate acceleration of 5 m/s which can be seen

on Figure 3.17, u̇ plot.

According to the actuator states plot given in Figure 3.18, both front and wing section

EDFs’ tilt angle decrease after 15 seconds to provide thrust for the forward acceler-

ation. During the forward acceleration, thrust levels are increased on both front and
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Figure 3.17: Hover to cruise transition test results, required and obtained state deriva-

tives.

wing EDFs to keep desired altitude. Thrust increase at the front EDFs are higher com-

pared to the wing EDFs. This is an expected result since with the increasing airspeed

lift generated by the wings increase and generate positive pitch moment. To balance

the lift generated pitch moment, the front EDFs generate more thrust.

At 30 seconds, forward acceleration command is pulled back and EDFs increase tilt

angle as expected to lower the forward acceleration (between 30 and 35 seconds of

Figure 3.18).
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Figure 3.18: Hover to cruise transition test results, actuator states.

The INDI controller is designed to control the body angular rates and velocities, see

Equations (3.17) and (3.25). Therefore, it is possible to control the angle of attack and

flight path angle indirectly using the relations given in Equation (2.26). To achieve

4 degree trim angle of attack, combined 4 degree θcmd and 5.5 m/s wcmd are applied

at 35 seconds. (Figure 3.16). Desired trim values are reached with small loss in

the altitude (2-3 m.). Based on Figure 3.16), trim states are achieved with very small

errors such as; αtrim = 3.87 deg, wtrim = 5.44 m/s, utrim = 78 m/s, βtrim ≈ 0 deg,

γtrim ≈ 0 deg, compared to the trim data given in Equation (3.28).

It is also important to analyze the actuator states at the cruise trim condition, and to

check consistency with the linearized model cruise trim data given in Equation (3.28).

Based on Figure 3.18, thrust values at trim are 381 and 397 N for the front EDFs, and

180 and 175 N for the wing EDFs. Moreover, tilt angles at trim are 27.1 and 25.8

degrees for the front EDFs, and 0.6 and 2.3 degrees for the wing EDFs. Although

there exist small differences in the trim actuator states compared to the linearized
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model trim data given in Equation (3.28), the trend is the same. It is expected to have

minor discrepancy in the trim actuator states since the nonlinear simulation model

includes additional effects (e.g., couplings, sensor noise, delays, etc.) that are not

represented in the linearized trim data.

Performance of the CA algorithm is also analyzed. The last plot of Figure 3.18 shows

the CA iteration number, more explicitly whether the CA algorithm is actively work-

ing or not. At 3 seconds, an aggressive −5 m/s2 (approx. 0.5g) vertical acceleration

command (ẇreq, Figure 3.17) is applied. The INDI controller’s output violates the

maximum rpm/thrust limit for the wing EDFs while tracking the vertical acceleration

command. At this point, the CA algorithm becomes active and allocates the limited

control authority prioritizing the rotational channels (mainly the pitch moment chan-

nel for this case) over the translational channels (vertical motion). In other words,

the CA overwrites the INDI controller’s output considering the actuator limits and

prioritization order (see Figure 3.12). Then, the vertical acceleration command is not

tracked accurately since the remaining control authority is used to guarantee stable

flight. The CA algorithm allocates the limited control authority properly and gener-

ates the actuator states considering the maximum thrust limits (3rd and 4th plots of

Figure 3.18 between 3-5 seconds, output of the CA and physically limited actuator

states overlaps). Similarly, after 38 seconds the INDI controller’s outputs are lower

than the minimum tilt angle limits for the wing EDFs (7th and 8th plots of Figure

3.18). The CA algorithm again becomes active and allocate the limited control au-

thority as expected. To analyze the criticality of the CA, the same transition test is

performed without activating the CA block and using the direct outputs of the INDI

controller (see next Section 3.3.3.3). Results show that, without proper CA design,

the aircraft can not achieve desired cruise condition since the INDI controller’s out-

puts are out of actuator limits. To conclude, the CA design described in Section 3.3.3.2

works properly and has a vital role in case of limited control authority.

The CA performance is also investigated considering the real time implementation.

According to the last plot of Figure 3.18, the maximum "CA Iteration Number" are

below 10 when the CA is active. Therefore, the CA algorithm finds the optimal

solution very fast. Moreover, the CA algorithm does not cause discontinuities/sudden

jumps in the actuator states which is crucial for the real time implementation.
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Figure 3.19: Hover to cruise transition test results without the Control Allocation,

states.

3.3.3.3 Importance of the CA: Hover to Cruise Transition without the CA

The hover to cruise transition test case is performed with disabling the CA algorithm

and using the direct output of the INDI controller given in Equation (3.23) (see Figure

3.12). More explicitly, actuator saturation is not considered in the control allocation

and only the pseudo-inverse approach used in the INDI formulation is considered for

the allocation (see Equation 3.21).

Results are given in Figures 3.19, 3.20 and 3.21. Based on the results, actuator sat-

uration are not observed up to 40 seconds, and the INDI controller’s performance is
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Figure 3.20: Hover to cruise transition test results without the Control Allocation,

required and obtained state derivatives.

satisfactory. However, the INDI controller’s outputs are out of actuator limits after

40 seconds (Figure 3.21. Then, actuator commands generated by the INDI can not

be achieved in reality due to the position limits, and control is lost since the INDI

controller becomes ineffective. As described in Section 3.3.3.2, the same transition

test case is performed successfully when the CA algorithm is active.

To conclude, the CA has a vital role regarding the proper allocation of the limited

control authority. Criticality of the CA will be also discussed thoroughly in distur-

bance rejection test case (Section 3.3.3.6).
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Figure 3.21: Hover to cruise transition test results without the Control Allocation,

actuator states.

3.3.3.4 Climb/Descent & Coordinated Turn at Cruise

Climb, descent and turn maneuvers are tested at cruise condition. Results are given

in Figures 3.22, 3.23, and 3.24.

First,± 5 degree flight path angle commands are applied between 45 and 70 seconds
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Figure 3.22: Climb/Descent & Coordinated turn at cruise, states.

(Figure 3.22). Then, coordinated turn is performed applying 30 degree roll angle

command and the corresponding yaw rate command given in Equation 3.12. Con-

troller’s performance is satisfactory during the climb, descent and turn maneuvers.

Note that the aircraft loses altitude during the turns (altitude response after 80 sec-

onds in Figure 3.22). An outer loop controller can be designed to improve the altitude

loss behavior during the turns.

According to the actuator states plot given in Figure 3.24, the CA algorithm becomes

active several times during the climb, descent and turn maneuvers. Lower tilt angle

and thrust limits are reached numerous times during the maneuvers. The CA priori-
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Figure 3.23: Climb/Descent & Coordinated turn at cruise, required and obtained state

derivatives.

tizes rotational channels over the translational channels to satisfy stable flight in case

of actuator saturation. This prioritization order can be seen in Figure 3.23. Trans-

lational commands (u̇req and ẇreq) are not tracked well when the CA prioritizes the

rotational channels to make sure that the rotational commands are tracked accurately.

Note that the maximum iteration number of the CA algorithm is less than 10, and the

actuator commands are continuous (Figure 3.24).
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Figure 3.24: Climb/Descent & Coordinated turn at cruise, actuator states.

3.3.3.5 Transition from Cruise Flight to Hover & Vertical Landing

Transition from high speed cruise flight to hover flight is also a critical flight phase

due to highly coupled thrust vector control during transition and nonlinearities emerg-

ing in the flight dynamics model (i.e., the blending between forward and hover flight

aerodynamic models). Results of the transition tests are given in Figures 3.25, 3.26,
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and 3.27.

Figure 3.25: Transition from Cruise Flight to Hover & Vertical Landing, states.

Cruise to hover transition tests are starting at the cruise condition with 4 degree angle

of attack and 78 m/s airspeed. First, zero angle of attack is achieved via commanding

the corresponding pitch angle (θcmd) and body vertical velocity (wcmd) at 45 seconds.

Then, 5 m/s2 deceleration command is applied at 50 m/s (Figure 3.26). As expected,

tilt angles and rpm/thrust increase during the transition since lift generated by the

wing reduces with the decreasing airspeed. At 70 seconds, aircraft reach the hover

condition with 90 degree tilt angles and hover trim thrust values (Figure 3.27). After

70 seconds, zero altitude command is applied and the aircraft lands vertically at 85
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seconds. During the vertical landing, aircraft heading is also changed.

Figure 3.26: Transition from Cruise Flight to Hover & Vertical Landing, required and

obtained state derivatives.

In general, controller’s performance is satisfactory during the transition and verti-

cal landing. Note that the CA algorithm also works properly during the transition

maneuver (Figure 3.27).
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Figure 3.27: Transition from Cruise Flight to Hover & Vertical Landing, actuator

states.

3.3.3.6 Importance of the CA: Disturbance Rejection with and without the CA

To analyze the disturbance rejection characteristics of the controller, severe roll mo-

ment disturbance is injected to the simulation model at hover condition. To observe

the disturbance rejection characteristics at limited control authority, a climb command
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(i.e, a negative vertical velocity command, wcmd) is also applied during the roll mo-

ment disturbance (Figure 3.28). The aim is to observe the effectiveness of the CA

algorithm at limited control authority. Therefore, the same test case is runned when

the CA algorithm is enabled ("CA ON, INDI+CA") and disabled ("CA OFF, only

INDI"). Figures 3.28, 3.29, and 3.30 show the results for two cases.

Figure 3.28: Roll moment disturbance rejection characteristics at hover with and

without Control Allocation, states.

First, the results when the CA algorithm is not active are analyzed. Remind that when

the CA algorithm is not active, the pure INDI controller outputs are used, and only the

pseudo-inverse approach that does not take into account actuator limits is considered
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for the allocation (see Equation 3.21).

Figure 3.29: Roll moment disturbance rejection characteristics at hover with and

without Control Allocation, actuator dynamics.

Based on Figure 3.28, at 3 seconds pilot gives climb command at hover and just af-

ter that a strong roll moment disturbance occurs. Then, the INDI controller increase
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Figure 3.30: Roll moment disturbance rejection characteristics at hover with and

without Control Allocation, the CA trade-off between roll moment disturbance re-

jection and altitude command tracking.

thrust at right EDFs and decrease thrust at the left EDFs to reject the roll moment

disturbance. However, all EDFs are already close to the maximum thrust limit due

to the climb command. Additional thrust command generated by the INDI controller

to reject the roll moment disturbance is not effective since the actuators are satu-
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rated (Figure 3.29). Then, roll moment disturbance cause large deviations on the roll

and pitch angles while the actuators are saturated (Figure 3.28, red lines-CA OFF).

When the same test is applied with the CA enabled, it is seen that the CA prioritizes

the rotational channels over the translational channels (i.e., prioritizes the rejection

of roll disturbance over the tracking of climb command), and consider the actuator

limits in the optimum allocation. As a result, disturbance rejection characteristics are

improved significantly thanks to the proper allocation of the limited control authority

(Figure 3.28, blue lines-CA ON). The trade-off is the worsen tracking performance

of the climb command. This is an expected result since the CA makes sure that rota-

tional commands are tracked well as a first objective. Moreover, according to Figure

3.30, the performance loss on the altitude tracking when the CA is active is not signif-

icant. To conclude, the CA works very well and provides good disturbance rejection

characteristics in case of limited control authority.

3.3.3.7 Inherent Robustness to the Modeling Errors: Error in Drag Coefficient

As mentioned in Section 3.3.2.2, the main advantage of the INDI controller is inherent

robustness to modeling errors. As a reminder, the INDI control law given in Equation

3.21 is only dependent on the mass,inertia and level arms as model parameters. The

other required model information is replaced with the sensor data thanks to the time-

scale separation principle.

To test the INDI controller’s inherent robustness to modeling errors, the transition

from hover to cruise test is performed by multiplying the drag coefficient by 2. The

error in drag coefficient is compensated by the INDI controller via minimizing the

error between the measured and required state derivatives, ẋ0 and ẋreq in Equation

3.20 respectively. Robustness to error in drag coefficient are analyzed comparing the

simulation results for the nominal Cd and erroneous Cd cases. Figure 3.31 shows the

state response and Figure 3.32 gives the actuator states and drag force for two test

cases.

Based on the last plot of Figure 3.32, multiplying the drag coefficient by 2 increase

the drag force at cruise condition approximately 997N (1693− 696). To compensate

the modeling error, the INDI controller generates further thrust at cruise condition
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compared to the nominal case (red and blue lines in Figure 3.32). The total increase

in the wing and front EDFs are roughly equal to 964N (610− 410 + 559− 382 +

459 − 175 + 464 − 171) which is consistent with increase in drag force due to the

modeling error.

Figure 3.31: Inherent robustness to error in drag coefficient.

As given in Section 2.1.3, the forward flight model becomes dominant after 20 m/s
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Figure 3.32: Inherent robustness to error in drag coefficient, actuator states.

airspeed. Therefore, it is expected to see adjustments in the EDF thrust to compensate

the modeling error in drag coefficient after 20 m/s. This expectation is consistent with

the results given in Figure 3.32.

To conclude, the INDI controller is highly robust against the modeling errors as ex-

pected thanks to the sensor-based approach. As mentioned in Section 3.1, this is a
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significant advantage considering the unified controller design problem for a unique

aircraft that has highly nonlinear and coupled flight dynamics.

In the next section, robustness of the controller against the model dependent parame-

ters (i.e., mainly the mass and inertia) are analyzed in details.

3.3.3.8 Robustness to the Model Dependent Parameters: Error in Roll and Yaw

Moment of Inertia and Mass

In the previous section, inherent robustness to the modeling errors is analyzed apply-

ing error in drag coefficient. As a reminder, the INDI controller law given in Equation

3.22 is only dependent on the mass, inertia and lever arms. In this section, robustness

to the error in model dependent parameters is analyzed.

Following robustness tests are performed to analyze the sensitivity to the modeling

errors in mass and roll and yaw moment of inertia. Erroneous mass and roll/yaw

moment of inertia values are applied up to the values that result in unstable response.

All of tests are performed at hover trim condition. Results are given in Figures 3.33,

3.34, 3.35, 3.36, 3.37, and 3.38.

Based on the results, % 10 decrease and % 100 increase in the roll moment of inertia

are tolerated by the controller (Figures 3.33, 3.34). Similarly, the controller can han-

dle % 20 decrease and % 100 increase in the yaw moment of inertia (Figures 3.35,

3.36). In Figures 3.37 and 3.38, results of % 20 percent error in mass are given. As

expected, the controller increase and decrease thrust accordingly when higher and

lower mass values are applied, and stability is not effected at all.

To conclude, the INDI controller has an acceptable level of robustness against the

error in model dependent parameters (i.e., the mass and inertia) considering that

only very large modeling errors cause instability.
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Figure 3.33: Robustness to error in roll moment of inertia, states.
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Figure 3.34: Robustness to error in roll moment of inertia, actuator states.
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Figure 3.35: Robustness to error in yaw moment of inertia, states.
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Figure 3.36: Robustness to error in yaw moment of inertia, actuator states.
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Figure 3.37: Robustness to error in mass, states.
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Figure 3.38: Robustness to error in mass, actuator states.
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CHAPTER 4

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

On-demand Urban Air Mobility (UAM) is an emerging concept that can shape the

future of aviation. Distributed Electric Propulsion (DEP) eVTOL (Electric Vertical

Takeoff and Landing) air-taxi concept has quite promising features considering the

hard requirements of on-demand Urban Air Mobility. Combination of DEP eVTOL

with fixed-wing aerodynamic surfaces provides efficient long range flight such that

even regional all electric on-demand air-transportation becomes feasible. With this

motivation, a novel fixed-wing eVTOL air-taxi with DEP concept is studied in this

thesis. The air-taxi has a fixed-wing structure and numerous Electric Ducted Fans

(EDFs) distributed through the front and wing sections of the air-taxi. EDFs are tilt-

ing to provide required thrust at hover, to overcome the drag at high speed forward

flight, and to perform transition between the hover and forward flight. Air-taxi has

longer range and endurance compared to the eVTOLs without a wing surface thanks

to the aerodynamically efficient lift generation at high speed flight via fixed-wing sur-

face. The air-taxi use pure thrust vector to achieve full envelope flight control, and

conventional stability/control surfaces such as aileron, elevator, rudder, vertical/hor-

izontal tail do not exist. This configuration makes the fixed-wing eVTOL air-taxi

unique compared to the other concepts studied in the literature. Not having conven-

tional control/stability surfaces has many advantages (e.g., improved aerodynamic

efficiency at cruise, design flexibility-simplicity, better sizing-weight savings, etc.)

However, it also comes with several problems/challenges regarding the flight control

such as open-loop directional unstability at forward flight, limited control authority at

severe flight conditions, resolving actuator saturation is not straightforward due to the

thrust vector couplings, etc. The full envelope flight control is achieved via control-

ling the thrust vector by adjusting rpm and tilt angle of several EDFs. The full flight
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envelope of the air-taxi mainly consists of; vertical takeoff, transition from hover to

forward flight, climb, cruise, descent, transition from forward to hover flight, and

vertical landing. Due to the wide range of flight envelope, the flight dynamics model

includes strong nonlinearities especially during the transition regions. Moreover, pure

thrust vector control is highly coupled and over-actuated. Severe nonlinearities and

couplings complicates the full envelope flight controller design for the novel eVTOL

air-taxi.

The air-taxi studied has a novel configuration, and flight dynamics model is not avail-

able in the literature. Therefore, first a preliminary flight dynamics model is generated

considering the wide flight envelope. Component build-up approach is used to gen-

erate the flight dynamics model for hover and forward flight models separately. To

model the transition dynamics, hover and forward flight models are simply merged us-

ing the airspeed as the merging coefficient. Some of the effects (e.g., aero-propulsion

couplings, ground effect at hover, etc.) are not included into the preliminary flight

dynamics model since they require complex modeling study. A high fidelity flight dy-

namics model generation is not the scope of this study and can be part of a dedicated

work focusing on aerodynamics and propulsion. Although some of the nonlinear ef-

fects are not modeled, the flight dynamics model has strong nonlinearities during the

transition regions due to the merging of the hover and forward models, and coupled

thrust vector control.

Considering the strong nonlinearities and couplings in the flight dynamics model, a

sensor-based nonlinear control approach called Incremental Nonlinear Dynamic In-

version (INDI) is adapted to the control problem to design a unified flight controller

valid for the entire flight envelope. The INDI is a promising control approach and has

become popular in recent years thanks to the developments in sensor and computer

technology. It is based on nonlinear dynamic inversion (NDI), but is has quite differ-

ent characteristics due to the sensor-based incremental approach. The classical NDI is

highly dependent on the aircraft model to perform the dynamic inversion accurately.

On the other hand, the INDI replaces most of the model information with the accel-

eration estimations coming from the sensor measurements thanks to the time-scale

separation principle. The INDI controller designed in this thesis use only the aircraft

mass, inertia and EDF lever arms as model information in the control law. Therefore,
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the modeling dependency is reduced significantly compared to the classical NDI. On

the other hand, there are inherent problems of the INDI controller mainly due to the

sensor-based incremental control approach (e.g., the sensor noise, delay, data syn-

chronization, etc.). Noted that a realistic sensor model is added to the simulation

model to verify the sensor-based INDI controller.

As mentioned, the aircraft has many tilting EDFs to control the thrust vector. There-

fore, the system is highly over-actuated. Over-actuation and pure thrust vector control

with strong couplings cause another challenge for the flight control. The problem is

allocation of the limited control authority properly to guarantee stable flight in severe

flight conditions. In literature, this problem is referred as "Control Allocation (CA)"

in general. For the studied air-taxi, simulation results show that proper allocation of

the limited control authority is very critical and must be solved carefully as part of the

controller design. To allocate the limited control authority in case of actuator satura-

tion, the relation between the control axis and control effectors/actuators need to be

formulated. This relation is more straightforward for the aircraft with conventional

control surfaces. However, for the studied air-taxi, the pure thrust vector control is

used and, CA problem becomes more complicated due to the strong couplings. An

optimization-based CA approach is designed and integrated into the INDI controller

considering the described problems. Details of the INDI and CA design are given in

Section 3.3. To conclude, an effective unified flight controller is designed and veri-

fied considering the challenges regarding the full envelope flight control of this novel

eVTOL air-taxi that is not studied before to the best of author’s knowledge. The

contributions of the study are given in Section 3.1 in detail.

To verify the unified controller, several tests are performed using the nonlinear sim-

ulation model. Controller’s tracking and stability performance is tested at different

flight conditions considering the wide flight envelope. In addition, the CA design

is tested via applying severe disturbances that limits the control authority and cause

severe actuator saturation. It is observed that, the CA has a vital role of properly

allocating the limited control authority and guaranteeing the stable flight as a first

objective. The INDI controllers inherent robustness to modeling errors is verified via

applying significant modeling error in flight dynamics model (i.e., the drag coefficient

is multiplied by 2). As expected, the INDI controller can tolerate the error in flight
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dynamics model very well so it has quite promising robustness to the modeling errors.

Moreover, robustness to the model dependent parameters (i.e., the mass and inertia)

are also tested to analyze the sensitivity of the controller considering that the only

model information required for the INDI controller are the mass, inertia and EDF

lever arms. Results show that the INDI controller has an acceptable level of robust-

ness against the error in model dependent parameters considering that only very large

modeling errors cause instability. To sum up, the unified controller’s performance is

satisfactory considering the full envelope flight control, disturbance rejection charac-

teristics, and robustness to the modeling errors.

To conclude, a unified nonlinear controller is designed and verified for the novel fixed-

wing eVTOL air-taxi considering the full envelope flight control challenges. Based

on the several verification tests, the unified controller solves the defined problems

effectively and shows satisfactory performance.

In future, the designed controller can be improved and analyzed considering other

challenges in the design such as improved noise filtering in the INDI design, analyz-

ing the INDI’s sensitivity to sensor measurements, resolving rate-limit saturations in

the CA algorithm, etc. Moreover, real-time implementation of the INDI controller

with CA integration will be very valuable to analyze the feasibility of the proposed

controller structure in real life. Real-time implementation is important since INDI is

still a relatively new control approach. Therefore, verification via flight tests will be

invaluable for the industrial projects and future INDI based controller studies. INDI

controller’s stability analyses is also an open topic for further researches. Theoretical

stability proofs will encourage the real-time implementation of INDI. Other than the

controller study, high fidelity flight dynamics modeling for the unique air-taxi can be

topic of studies focusing on the aerodynamics and propulsion system modeling.
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APPENDIX A

ACTIVE SET ALGORITHM USED TO SOLVE THE CA PROBLEM

To solve the Control Allocation problem defined in Equation 3.27, following active

set algorithm described in [44] is used. First, problem is defined in weighted least

squares form. Then, the cost function is rewritten as in Algorithm 3.3 given below.

Finally, Algorithm 3.1 is applied to solve the optimization problem using the active

set method.

The critical part of the CA design is integration of the incremental constraint evalua-

tion considering the INDI controller structure. Details are given in Section 3.3.2.7.
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